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I. INTRODUCTION1

Q. Please state your name, employer, business address, and current position.2

A. My name is James Shield and I am the Executive Vice President and Chief Development 3

Officer for Invenergy LLC (together with Invenergy Thermal Development LLC referred 4

to as “Invenergy”), One South Wacker Drive, Suite 1900, Chicago, IL 60606.5

6

Q. What are your present responsibilities?7

A. I am responsible for the development, marketing, engineering, and construction of 8

Invenergy’s wind, solar, and thermal energy projects worldwide.9

10

Q. Describe your educational background, as well as your business and professional 11

experience.12

A. During my career, I have developed over 8,500 MW of power projects and negotiated 13

over 3,000 MW of long-term energy off-take agreements.  Prior to joining Invenergy, I 14

held various positions with Calpine Corporation, including Senior Vice President-East 15

Region.  Prior to my time at Calpine, I was a key contributor in building SkyGen Energy 16

from a start-up company, and a project manager at Indeck Energy Services.  I received a 17

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Michigan and a18

Masters of Business Administration from DePaul University.19

20
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Q. What is the purpose of your testimony?1

A. I will provide an overview of Invenergy and our Cannon Falls Peaking Expansion 2

(“Cannon Falls Expansion”) and Hampton Energy Center (“Hampton”) proposals, 3

submitted earlier in this proceeding. I have included those proposals again as 4

Attachments 1 and 2, respectively.  My testimony relates primarily to Sections 1 through 5

3 and 14 of each proposal.  I also provide an overview discussion of how the Invenergy 6

Proposals best meet the need for new power identified by the Minnesota Public Utilities 7

Commission (“Commission”) in the recent Xcel Resource Plan docket, Commission 8

Docket No. E-002/RP-10-825 (“825 Docket”).9

10

Q. What other witnesses will provide testimony on behalf of Invenergy?11

A. Invenergy also presents testimony from Invenergy’s Vice President, Development Dan 12

Ewan.  Mr. Ewan discusses the technical, economic and environmental aspects of the 13

Cannon Falls Expansion and Hampton proposals (collectively, the “Invenergy 14

Proposals”). He also sponsors the remaining sections of the proposals as well as the 15

Strategist template information previously filed by Invenergy in this docket and provides 16

further discussion of how the Invenergy Proposals best meet the needs for new power 17

identified by the Commission in the 825 Docket.18

19

Q. How is your testimony organized?20

A. My testimony is organized in the following sections:21
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 An Executive Summary section, providing an Overview of the Cannon Falls 1

Expansion and Hampton proposals and why they best fit the needs identified by 2

the Commission;3

 An overview of Invenergy, including its experience, its portfolio of assets and key 4

personnel;5

 A summary of the key features of the Cannon Falls Expansion and Hampton 6

proposals; and7

 A summary of how the Invenergy Proposals satisfy certain of the key criteria the 8

Commission will consider in selecting the best resource(s) to meet the identified 9

need.10

11

II. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY12

Q. Please provide a brief overview of the history of this proceeding and how Invenergy 13

came to be involved.14

A. The current docket grew out of the 825 Docket and a Northern States Power Company 15

d/b/a Xcel Energy (“Xcel”) Certificate of Need docket related to repowering and addition 16

of capacity at its Black Dog generating station (Commission Docket No. E-002/CN-11-17

184).  Specifically, in the 825 Docket, the Commission found:18

19

Xcel will need an additional 150 MW in 2017, increasing up to 500 MW 20

by 2019.  Moreover, a broad range of resources could contribute to 21

meeting this need, justifying solicitation of a broad range of proposals. In 22
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particular, Xcel should invite proposals for meeting all of the forecasted 1

need, or any part of it. Xcel should invite proposals for adding peaking 2

resource, intermediate resources, or a combination of the two.  (825 3

Docket, Commission Order, March 5, 2013, page 6.)4

5

Given this finding, the Commission also initiated the current docket, so that a competitive 6

acquisition process could be used to first solicit bids and then to select the resource best 7

meeting this identified need.8

9

Invenergy has a strong history of providing resources requiring the size, type and 10

implementation timing identified by the Commission as needed to serve Xcel and its 11

customers.  For example, Invenergy has provided power to Xcel from its existing Cannon 12

Falls peaking facility (described further, below) under a Commission-approved long term 13

power purchase agreement (“PPA”).  Given Invenergy’s strong history, and its successful 14

relationship with Xcel, the Commission and the Cannon Falls community, Invenergy 15

chose to participate in the current docket by offering an expansion of its Cannon Falls 16

facility and a new facility at Hampton, to meet the needs identified by the Commission.17

18

Q. Why do you believe Invenergy’s proposal should be selected by the Commission to meet19

the resource needs it has identified for Xcel?20

A. Invenergy’s Proposals best meet the criteria used by the Commission in resource 21

selection and approval proceedings.  In this docket, as in similar such prior dockets, the 22
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Commission stated that it intends to apply the Certificate of Need criteria in judging the 1

various resource options proposed.  Invenergy’s Proposals best meets those criteria by 2

best meeting the resource size, type and implementation timing determined by the 3

Commission to be needed, while also best serving ratepayer, environmental and societal 4

interests.  As will be shown in Invenergy’s testimony, our proposed facilities provide a5

low cost option for Xcel, while also providing greater certainty of cost than Xcel’s “self-6

build” proposal.  In addition, Invenergy’s facilities provide other benefits, which include: 7

providing flexible and fast peaking energy to accommodate renewable intermittency, 8

being located near a major load pocket where reliability is most important, being in close 9

proximity to gas and power infrastructure keep interconnection costs low, and providing 10

low technology risk as Invenergy proposes proven technology with GE 7FA’s.  Given 11

these benefits, the proposals of Calpine, Geronimo and Great River Energy and the “self-12

build” proposal of Xcel do not provide more reasonable or prudent alternatives for Xcel’s 13

customers and for the State than the Invenergy facilities.14

15

III. OVERVIEW OF INVENERGY AND THE HAMPTON ENERGY CENTER AND 16

CANNON FALLS PROJECTS17

A. Invenergy18

Q. Please provide an overview of Invenergy’s qualifications to provide the resources 19

identified by the Commission as needed by Xcel.20

A. Invenergy develops, owns, and operates power generation facilities in North America and 21

Europe. We have a proven track record of establishing and maintaining longstanding, 22
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profitable relationships with utilities, suppliers, and the communities in which its projects 1

are located, including here in Minnesota with Xcel, Greater Minnesota Transmission and 2

the Cannon Falls community.3

4

Invenergy has developed over 7,500 MWs of utility-scale renewable and natural gas-5

fueled power generation facilities in the United States, Canada, and Europe.  This 6

includes more than 5,700 MWs of projects in operation, with more than 1,800 MWs 7

under contract or in construction.  Invenergy is also North America's largest independent 8

wind power generation company.  Invenergy's senior executives - each with an average 9

experience of 25 years in energy generation - have worked together as a core group for 10

over two decades.  Invenergy founder, President, and CEO Michael Polsky is a 11

recognized and respected industry leader, and is the majority owner of Invenergy and its 12

affiliated companies.13

14

Invenergy’s expertise includes a complete range of fully integrated in-house capabilities: 15

Project Development, Permitting, Transmission, Interconnection, Energy Marketing, 16

Finance, Engineering, Project Construction, Operations and Maintenance.  Invenergy is 17

headquartered in Chicago, with regional offices in Denver and Toronto.18

19

Regarding Invenergy’s thermal qualifications, Invenergy has a large portfolio of natural 20

gas-fueled electric generating facilities in the U.S. and Canada.  This portfolio includes 21

green field projects initiated by Invenergy, as well as facilities acquired and completed by 22
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it.  Operating projects in North America total 2,245 MW and include Cannon Falls 1

Energy Center, Spindle Hill Energy Center (Colorado), Hardee Power Station (Florida), 2

Grays Harbor Energy Center (Washington), and St. Clair Energy Center (Ontario).3

4

In addition to these operating projects, Invenergy is developing new environmentally-5

friendly natural gas-fueled electric generating facilities across North America.  These6

projects are being designed to provide economic and reliable power, with minimal impact 7

on air and water resources.  The table below includes all thermal projects owned and 8

operated by Invenergy and its affiliates.9

10

Invenergy Thermal Projects11
12

Project Location Status Size

Cannon Falls Minnesota Operating 357.0 MW

Grays Harbor Washington Operating 620.0 MW

Hardee Florida Operating 370.0 MW

Spindle Hill Colorado Operating 314.0 MW

St. Clair Ontario Operating 584.0 MW

Nelson Illinois In Construction 584.0 MW

Total: 2,829.0 MW

13

The Cannon Falls Energy Center commenced commercial operations in 2008.  The 14

project is a 357 MW peaking facility, consisting of two simple cycle, dual fuel GE 7FA 15

combustion turbines.  The output of this project is sold to Xcel under a long-term power 16

purchase agreement reviewed and approved by this Commission.17
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Invenergy acquired the partially constructed 620 MW Grays Harbor Energy project in 1

2005.  Invenergy closed project financing in 2007 to complete the construction of the 2

project, and achieved commercial operation in the second quarter of 2008.  The Grays 3

Harbor plant consists of two GE 7FA gas turbines, two HRSG’s and a single steam 4

turbine.  The output is currently under contract with a financial institution.5

6

The Hardee Power Station is located in Bowling Green, Florida, approximately 40 miles 7

east of Tampa.  All of the plant’s capacity and energy is sold to Seminole Electric 8

Cooperative.  The Hardee Power Station is a 370 MW facility consisting of a 220 MW 9

combined cycle system and 150 MW peaking system.  The combined cycle system 10

consists of two GE Frame 7EA combustion turbines with bypass stacks, heat recovery 11

steam generators and an 80 MW GE steam turbine.  The peaking system is comprised of 12

two GE 7EA combustion turbines.13

14

In 2007, Invenergy entered commercial operation with the Spindle Hill Facility, a 314 15

MW peaking facility consisting of two simple cycle, dual fuel GE 7FA combustion 16

turbines in Frederick, Colorado.  The output of Spindle Hill is sold to Public Service 17

Company of Colorado (another Xcel company) under a long-term PPA.18

19

Invenergy completed the construction and commissioning of the 584 MW St. Clair 20

project located in St. Clair Township, Ontario, Canada in 2009.  Invenergy entered into a 21

long-term power purchase agreement with the Ontario Power Authority for all of the 22
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capacity and energy from the project.  St. Clair is configured as two 1 x 1 combined cycle 1

units each consisting of a GE 7FA gas turbine, HRSG, and steam turbine.2

3

In 2004, Invenergy completed the acquisition of the partially constructed Nelson Power 4

Generating Facility located in Illinois.  The Nelson facility, originally designed as a four 5

unit 1,160 MW power project designed around General Electric 7FA gas turbine 6

technology, will be completed as a 584 MW combined cycle facility configured as two 1 7

x 1 combined cycle units.  Construction is underway with commercial operation of the 8

facility scheduled for 2015.9

10

In addition to the thermal generation portfolio, Invenergy also has a substantial wind 11

energy portfolio.  This portfolio consists of 3,479 MWs of operating projects, 603 MWs 12

of projects in construction, and over 500 MWs of projects under contract.13

14

Invenergy has also expanded its clean energy portfolio to include solar energy generation.  15

Invenergy’s first operational solar project, completed in 2012, is the 20 MW Grand Ridge 16

Solar facility in Illinois.  Grand Ridge Solar is contracted on a long-term basis with 17

Commonwealth Edison.  Invenergy has recently completed two 10 MW solar projects in 18

Ontario and those projects are now in commercial operation.  While Invenergy did not 19

propose wind or solar resources in this docket, given the identified need for peaking or 20

intermediate resources, Invenergy looks forward to providing such resources to 21

Minnesota utilities and their customers in the years ahead.22
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Q. Can the Commission have confidence in Invenergy’s financial strength and ability to 1

stand behind its proposal?2

A. Absolutely.  Invenergy is a privately held project development company that has a long 3

history of success developing, financing, constructing, and operating utility scale power 4

plants in North America.  Invenergy has extensive finance experience and its affiliates 5

have funded more than $10 billion in corporate and power project financings in the last 6

seven years.7

8

Q. Can you also discuss the key project management personnel who would be responsible 9

for delivering on the Invenergy Proposals?10

A. Yes.  Invenergy employs an experienced staff of professionals, all with a track record of 11

success.  In addition to myself and Mr. Ewan, key personnel for the Cannon Falls 12

Expansion and Hampton projects will include the following individuals.13

14

Kris Zadlo serves as Invenergy’s Vice President, Regulatory and Transmission.  With 15

more than twenty years of electric power industry experience, Kris oversees Invenergy’s 16

national and regional commercial activities pertaining to regulatory affairs and 17

transmission.  He is responsible for developing near- and long-term regulatory and 18

transmission strategies for Invenergy.  Previously, Kris was Vice President of 19

Transmission for Calpine Corporation and earlier held various management positions 20

during his ten years at Commonwealth Edison Company of Chicago.  A Registered 21

Professional Engineer in the State of Illinois, Kris graduated cum laude from Rose-22
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Hulman Institute with a Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering.  He received a 1

Masters in Electrical Engineering from Purdue University.2

3

Steven Ryder, Senior Vice President, Finance, heads Invenergy’s financing, as well as the 4

firm’s equity and debt portfolio, for the company’s wind, natural gas, and solar assets.  5

He previously served in other managerial capacities at Invenergy, overseeing project 6

accounting, financial reporting, and asset management functions.  Ryder has more than 7

two decades of experience, having served earlier as a Vice President at GE Energy 8

Financial Services (GE Capital), and having worked at the International Finance 9

Corporation (IFC), the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), and Lucent 10

Technologies.  A Chartered Financial Analyst, Ryder earned a Bachelor of Science in 11

Electrical Engineering from Tufts University and a Masters in Public Affairs from 12

Princeton University.13

14

Alex George, Senior Vice President, Operations leads the operations and asset 15

management of Invenergy’s growing portfolio of wind and thermal energy plants.  He has 16

nearly 30 years of broad experience in the power industry, having led the commissioning, 17

operation, and asset management of more than 5,600 MW of natural gas generation and 18

1,800 MW of wind generation during his career.  Prior to joining Invenergy in 2002, 19

George was Vice President of Operations and Asset Management at Calpine.  Before 20

then, as one of the original team members at Sky Gen, he was Vice President of 21

Operations and Asset Management.  Previously, George was a professional engineer at 22
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both CRS Sirrine Engineers and Sargent & Lundy.  He has a BS in Mechanical 1

Engineering from the University of Illinois and an MBA from the University of Illinois-2

Chicago.3

4

B. Cannon Falls Expansion5

Q. Please discuss Invenergy’s proposed Cannon Falls Expansion.6

A. The Cannon Falls Expansion calls for the development of approximately one hundred 7

seventy-nine megawatts (“179 MW”) of capacity using one simple cycle, GE 7FA 8

Combustion Turbine Generator (“CTG”) to be located at Invenergy’s existing Cannon 9

Falls facility in Goodhue County, Minnesota.  The Cannon Falls Expansion is scheduled 10

to be operational as early as January 1, 2016.11

12

The proposed Cannon Falls Expansion incorporates a number of features and benefits 13

that result in a compelling value proposition for Xcel and its ratepayers.  First, the 14

Cannon Falls Expansion will include a fully dispatchable, operationally flexible and 15

highly efficient peaking generation resource, providing reliable generating capacity to 16

Minnesota and the Xcel system.  To illustrate the reliability of the proposed generation 17

resource, the existing Cannon Falls peaking resource has had a 96.9% Capacity 18

Availability Factor over the last two years.  After adjusting for planned outages, the 19

Cannon Falls peaking resource has a reliability of 99.2% of the time since the 20

commercial operation date.21

22
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Second, the Cannon Falls Expansion will be located just south of the Twin Cities 1

metropolitan region, providing geographic diversity relative to other Xcel generation 2

resources, predominantly-located to the northwest and southwest of the Twin Cities.3

4

Third, the Cannon Falls Expansion will be sited at Invenergy’s existing Cannon Falls 5

facility allowing the unit to utilize existing infrastructure such as the operations and 6

maintenance building, fuel oil unloading and storage facilities, water treatment and 7

storage and other miscellaneous auxiliary equipment minimizing the cost of the project 8

and minimizing any adverse impact to the surrounding community.9

10

Fourth, the Cannon Falls Expansion will interconnect to the new 345 kV Hampton 11

Substation via a combination of approximately one mile of new transmission line and 12

eight miles of underbuild to the approved Hampton to Rochester transmission project.  13

For its natural gas supply, the Cannon Falls Expansion will interconnect to the existing 14

natural gas pipeline of Greater Minnesota Transmission, LLC at the existing Cannon 15

Falls facility.  Given these interconnections, the Cannon Falls Expansion will require 16

minimal changes to existing land use.17

18

Fifth, Cannon Falls Expansion personnel and operations will be integrated with the 19

existing Cannon Falls facility, resulting in cost-saving synergies.  The Cannon Falls 20

Expansion will be developed and constructed by a skilled, experienced, and well-funded 21
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team that is a part of an organization that is among the top energy development 1

companies in the United States.2

3

Sixth, the Project will execute a fixed price power purchase agreement (“PPA”) in which 4

Invenergy assumes construction and operation cost risk rather than the ratepayers.   5

Invenergy’s performance will be backed by security in the amount of $15 million upon 6

execution of the PPA, and such performance security shall be reduced to $5 million for 7

the full term of the PPA upon reaching the commercial operation date, providing 8

assurance to the Commission, Xcel and Xcel ratepayers that Invenergy will fulfill the 9

commitments it makes in its proposal.10

11

Seventh, the project has very low water needs that can be supported by local 12

infrastructure.13

14

Eighth, both the Cannon Falls Expansion and Hampton can operate on fuel oil in the 15

event of a natural gas supply disruption, further enhancing reliability.16

17

Finally, the local community strongly supports the Project. While power projects often 18

raise controversy and opposition, Invenergy has a strong working relationship with the 19

City of Cannon Falls and the City has expressed its support of Invenergy’s proposed 20

expansion as set out in our proposal.  A copy of a letter of support is included as 21

Attachment 3.22
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C. Hampton Energy Center1

Q. Please also discuss the Hampton Energy Center Proposal.2

A. Invenergy’s Hampton Energy Center Proposal calls for the development of 3

approximately three hundred fifty-seven megawatts (“357 MW”) of capacity using two 4

simple cycle, GE 7FA Combustion Turbine Generators (“CTG”) to be located at a new 5

site just north of Hampton in Dakota County, Minnesota.  Hampton is scheduled to be 6

operational as early as January 1, 2016, but no later than January 1, 2017.  Invenergy 7

proposes to develop the Hampton project with a design and configuration that is very 8

similar to Invenergy’s existing Cannon Falls facility.9

10

Like the Cannon Falls Expansion, Hampton incorporates a number of features and 11

benefits that make it a compelling value proposition to meet the need identified by the 12

Commission for Xcel and its ratepayers.13

14

As with the Cannon Falls Expansion, Hampton will include a fully dispatchable and 15

operationally flexible highly efficient peaking generation resource, providing reliable 16

generating capacity.  Similarly, Hampton will be located just south of the Twin Cities 17

metropolitan region, providing geographic diversity relative to other Xcel generation 18

resources.19

20

Additionally, Invenergy has optioned property that is immediately adjacent to the 21

property where the new 345 kV Hampton Substation is being built on the 345 kV grid as 22
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part of the CapX2020 transmission upgrades that are scheduled to be installed by 2015.  1

Hampton will interconnect with the new Hampton Substation.  This location will 2

concentrate industrial land use in one area and thus require minimal changes to existing 3

land use.  It will also provide for the lowest cost grid connection and require minimal grid 4

system upgrades.5

6

Hampton will also interconnect to an existing natural gas pipeline of Greater Minnesota 7

Transmission (“GMT”) that runs less than one half mile from the proposed project site.  8

Again this ideal location with its close proximity to gas and electrical infrastructure will 9

minimize disruption to existing land usage and minimize overall community disturbance.10

11

Invenergy will also integrate Hampton personnel and operations with the existing Cannon 12

Falls facility which is located approximately 10 miles from the proposed Hampton site, 13

resulting in additional cost-saving synergies.  As with Cannon Falls, Hampton will be 14

developed and constructed by a skilled, experienced, and well-funded team that is a part 15

of an organization that is among the top energy development companies in the United 16

States.17

18

For Hampton, Invenergy will post performance security in the amount of $30 million 19

upon execution of the PPA, and such performance security shall be reduced to $10 20

million for the full term of the PPA upon reaching the commercial operation date.21

22
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IV. THE NEED FOR THE FACILITIES PROPOSED BY INVENERGY1

A. Commission Findings on Overall Need2

Q. Has the Commission already determined the need for Xcel to acquire resources with the 3

size, type and timing of those proposed by Invenergy?4

A. Yes.  In Xcel’s last resource plan docket, the Commission determined the need for Xcel 5

to acquire an additional 150 to 500 MW of peaking or intermediate resources (or a 6

combination of the two) in the 2017 to 2019 time frame.  Invenergy has proposed exactly 7

such resources, using proven, reliable and cost-effective natural gas-fired resources.8

9

In that regard, I would note that the Commission considered a Department of Commerce 10

recommendation to direct Xcel to acquire gas-fueled resources but declined to pre-11

emptively prohibit consideration of non-natural gas alternatives.  At the same time, 12

however, the Commission directed Xcel to include a report on solar power as part of its 13

next resource plan and required the report to note the expected amount of solar energy on 14

Xcel’s system, barriers Xcel sees to further solar deployment, and how solar development 15

could contribute to peak demand management, economic development in Minnesota, and 16

meeting Minnesota’s renewable energy and environmental mandates and goals.  Given 17

this directive, and given Minnesota’s new solar energy mandate (adopted after the 18

issuance of the Commission’s resource plan order), it seems premature to add significant 19

amounts of an intermittent resource such as solar energy at this time.  Rather, Xcel 20

ratepayers will be better served by examining such options in a separate procurement 21

proceeding focused on helping Xcel meet the new mandate as cost-effectively, reliably 22
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and reasonably as possible.  This proceeding, on the other hand, should identify and 1

select the best capacity resources, already determined by the Commission to be 2

necessary.3

4

B. Additional Factors Supporting The Need For Invenergy’s Proposed Facilities5

Q. Do other considerations also support the need for the Invenergy facilities?6

A. Yes.  When examining resource options for meeting identified needs, the Commission 7

examines a number of factors.  Included in those factors are the socially beneficial uses of 8

the output of the facility, including its uses to protect or enhance environmental quality.  9

As demonstrated in Invenergy’s testimony and prior filings, the Cannon Falls Expansion 10

and Hampton both will provide low cost, reliable energy meeting Xcel’s already 11

determined needs.  Moreover, the Invenergy facilities will do so in an environmentally 12

sound manner.  Invenergy has a strong commitment to environmental stewardship and a 13

proud track record of environmental compliance.14

15

The Commission also typically examines whether promotional activities have given rise 16

to the alleged need for a proposed facility.  Of course, in the context of this docket, the 17

Commission has already reviewed Xcel’s system and its activities to date and determined 18

the need for this facility.  That need is unrelated to any Xcel or Invenergy promotional 19

activities.20

21
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The Commission also considers the effects of a proposed facility in inducing future 1

development.  With respect to Invenergy’s proposed facilities, the communities impacted 2

by the proposed continued development at Cannon Falls and the new development at 3

Hampton both strongly support the projects.  These projects will create approximately 4

100 to 150 construction jobs and increase local tax revenues while providing low cost5

reliable energy and providing a measure of stability for Xcel’s residential and business6

ratepayers, already being hit by rate increases.7

8

V. CERTIFICATE OF NEED CRITERIA9

Q. Can you address how the Invenergy Proposals meet the Certificate of Need criteria the 10

Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ”) and Commission will consider in this proceeding?11

A. Yes.  Mr. Ewan provides a full discussion, but I will briefly address each of the criteria.12

13

A. The Probable Result of Denial Would be an Adverse Effect Upon the Future 14

Adequacy, Reliability, or Efficiency of Energy Supply15

There should be no question that the Xcel system has a need for additional capacity, as 16

already determined by the Commission in the 825 Docket.  That docket already 17

considered issues such as conservation and existing resources in determining a need for 18

150 MW of capacity in 2017 and up to 500 MW in 2019.19

20
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The Invenergy Proposals meet that need by providing highly reliable, efficient peaking 1

resources and utilizing existing resources to minimize any adverse impacts of 2

development of these proposals.3

4

B. A More Reasonable and Prudent Alternative to the Invenergy Proposals 5

Have Not Been Submitted6

Only Invenergy and Xcel offer peaking resources, which best fit Xcel’s needs.  As Mr. 7

Ewan discusses, in comparison to the Xcel’s utility self-build proposals, Invenergy’s 8

Proposals offer ratepayers the benefit of greater price certainty and greater long-term 9

flexibility.10

11

C. Invenergy’s Facilities will Provide Benefits to Society in a Manner 12

Compatible With Protecting the Natural and Socioeconomic Environments13

Invenergy’s reliable and efficient peaking facilities will meet Minnesota’s capacity needs 14

without adversely impacting the natural environments.  Moreover, construction of the 15

Invenergy facilities will benefit the socioeconomic environment by creating jobs, 16

generating tax revenues and providing a stable source of capacity for Xcel residential and 17

business ratepayers at a time when they are facing significant rate increases.18

19
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D. Invenergy Will Comply With Relevant Policies, Rules, and Regulations of 1

Other State and Federal Agencies and Local Governments2

Finally, Invenergy will fully comply with the relevant policies, rules and regulations of 3

other Federal, State and Local governments.  The support Invenergy has received from 4

the Cannon Falls community is testament to the strong relationships we build with5

government officials in our communities.6

7

Q. Does this conclude your Direct Testimony?8

A. Yes, it does.9

10
8350465v211
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1.0 	Bidder Contact Information 

Corporate Name: 
Mate of Incorporation: 
Corporate Address: 

thvenergy Thermal. Development 
Delaware Limited Liability Company 
One South WaOkei-Prive, Suite 1900 
Chicago, IL 60806 

and Pro • rieta I orrnation 
This document 	 offal and proprietary information. it has been prepared 
by lnvenergy 	 elopment LLC and is submitted to Worthen? States PoWer 
Compan 	'e tial basit. Unless required by law, no part or any information 
cone 	 sal may be copied, eXhibited or furnished, in whole or in part, by 
No 	ates Power Company to an unaffiliated third party without the prior written 
consen nvenergy Thermal Development LLC, 

Disclaimer 
This is a non-binding indicative proposal and does not constitute an offer or otherwise 
create a binding agreement or obligation to consummate any contemplated transaction, 
including supply of power. My such obligation or agreement will be created only by the 
execution of definitive agreements, the previsions of which, if so executed, will 
supersede this proposal and all other agreements, if arty, related to this proposal. 
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Primary Contact
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T!tle: Director, Origination
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Pro Gsa/and Pro riets l 'Ormation
This dooument n ential and proPR(Jtaryinformation. It has been pr~pared
by Invenergy ",,~~~.elopment [LC and is submitted to Northern States PD'tVer
Campan e tial bas;s. Unless required by laW, no part or any information

lis sal may be oopied, exhibited or fumfs.tU3d, in whole or in part by
<ltes Power Company to an un~ffiliated thirti party without the prior written
nvenergy Thermal Dev(:')/opmentLLC.

Disclaimer
This Is a non-binding indicf:ltiv8proposal and does no: constitute an offer or otherwise
create a tJindingagreement or obligation to consummate any contemplated transaotion,
including supply ofpower. Any such obligation or agteement will be created only by the
execution of definitive agreements, the provisions or which, if so executed, will
supersede thi'sproposal and all other agreements, if any; related to this proposal.
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2.0 	Executive Summary 
invenergy Thermal Development LLC ("Invenergy") is pleased to present this Power 
Purchase Agreement ("Agreement") proposal to Northern States Power Company 
("_NSR). The proposal is_or the _development of aPprOXiMately.11.11.1111111111.1. 

using one Simple cycle, GE 7FA Combustion Turbine 
Generator ("CTG") to be located at invenergy's existing Cannon Falls facility in Goodhue 

_ County,_Minnesota, The Cannon Falls P_eaking ExpanSion ("Project° or "E. 	 _ _ 
scheduled to be operational as early as January 1, 2016, but no later than January 1, 
2017, 

Invenergy proposes to deVelop the Cannon Falls peaking E 
capacity and energy to NSP with terms and conditions s 
existing Power Purchase Agreement between Cannont II 
2005. 

on nd sell the 
similar to the 

SP dated April 1, 

The proposed Facility incorporates the following 
compelling value proposition for NSP and its 

d benefits, resulting in a 

Project to include a fully dis•atch 	erationallyr flexible highly efficient 
peat g gene 	es•  • 	--ATiv  

network. To illustrate of the relief)! 	•f the proposed generation resource, the 
existing Cannon Falls p 	g resource has had a 

Project to 
ge a 

jUst south of the Twin Cities metropolitan region, providing 
s y relative to other NSP generation resources located to the 
uthwest of the Twin Cities, 

P 	t to be sited at InVenergy's existing Cannon Falls facility allowing the unit to 
utiliz= xisting infrastructure such as the operations and maintenance building, fuel 
oil unloading and storage facilities, water treatment and storage and other 
miscellaneous auxiliary equipment minimizing the cost of the project and impact to 
the surrounding community. 

Project to be interconnected to the new 345 kV Hampton Substation via a 
combination of approximately one mile of new transmission line and eight miles of 
underbuild to the approved Hampton to Rochester transmission project thus 
requiring minimal changes to land use. 
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2..0 Executive Summary _ "__ _ _
Invenergy Thermal Development LLC (,llnvenergy·i) is pleased to present this Power
Purchase Agreement ("Agreement") proposal to Northern States POW(:Ir Company
{"NSP'j. Tnepropopal ls.for the deveiopment of appro_)dm~t~Jy -.' _
_ using one simple cy¢I~, GE 7FA Combus~6n Turbine
Generator ("CTG") to be located at fnvenergy's exis~lngCannon Falls facility in GoOdhue

__--Countyr-Minhesota.-- -T.l:le:Cannon-Ealla- P-eaktng.ExpanS1on_(~flroject·Qr_''Eacltily_l')_js_ _ .
scheduled to be operational as early as January 1. 201(3,but no later than January 1,
2017.

lnvenergy proposes to develop the Cannon Fails peaking Ex4nd sell the
oapi;lcity and energy to NSP witll terms and conditions$~~I ;milar to the
existing PowerPurchase Agreement betweenCann!;)n".(._~nd SP da,tedApril 1,
2005. . ~~

The proposed Facility incorporates the fOIIo~iIllt ~d benefits, res"Klng In a
compelling value proposition for NSP and its .. :

"Project to include a fully dIS atch ',' perationally flexible highly efficient
I

network. To iI.Iustrateof the raJiaol f the proposed generation resource. the
g ne50urce has had a

}- . t to be sited at Invenergys existing Carmon Falls facility allowing the unit to
utiUz xisting infrastructure auch as the operations and mamtenance bulldingj fuel
oil unloading and storage facilifies. water treatment and storage and other
miscellaneous auxiliarY equipment minimizing the cost of the project and impact to
the surrounding communky,

). Project to be interconnected to the new 345 kV Hampton Substation via a
combination of approximately one mile of new transmission line and eight miles of
underbuild to the approved Hampton to Roohester transmission project thus
requiring minimal changes to land use.
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3.0 	Dev ier Experience and Qualifications 

3.1 	Invenergy Experience 

Invenergy develops, owns;  and operates power generation facilities in North America 
and Europe. it has a proven track record of establishing and maintaining longstanding, 
profitable relationships with utilities, suppliers, and the communities in which its projects 
are located. 

Invenergy has developed approximately 6,600 MWs of utility-scale renewable and 
natural gas-fueled power generation facilities in the United States, Canada, and Europe. 
This includes more than 5,300 MWs of projects in operation, with more than 1,300 MWs 
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Ye 	Project to be interconnected to existing natural gas pipeline of Greater Minnesota 
Gas, Inc, at the Cannon Falls facility, 

Project personnel and operations to be. Integrated with the existing Cannon Falls 
facility, resulting in cost-saving synergies. 

----Project to be developed and constructed by-a skilled, experienced,_and_welfundeti 
team that is a part of an organization that is among the top energy development 
companies in the United States. 
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'i' '1i ;": i Gannon Falls 'Reaking Expal1sior1 (lxO)
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> Project to be interconnected to existing natural gas pipeline of Greater Minnesota
Ga$, Inc, at tn~Cannon Falls facility.

l> Project personnel and operations to be, Integratedwith the existing Caonqn Fcdl~
facility. resultinQ in cost-savlng synergiEls.

,) ,-Rrojoot io,be"developed,and ~tfstructed,by,askilled"experienc.ed._l1m:Lw~jbfJJnded"" "" ~""
team that is a part of an organization that is among the top energy development
companies In the United states.

3.1 Invenergy Experience
Invenergy develops, owns: and operates power generation facilities in North America
and Europe, It has a proven track record of establishfng and maintaining longstanding,
profitable relationshIps with utilities, suppliers, and the communities in which its projects
are located.

Invenetgy has developed approximately 61600 MWs of utility-scale renewable and
natural gas-fueled power generatiQn facilities In the United States, Canada, and Europe.
This includes more than 5,300 MWs of projects iii operation, with more than 1,300 MWs
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under contract or in constroctidn. Invenergy is North America's largeSt independent wind 
power generation dorripany. Invenergy's senior executives - each with an average 
experience of 25 years in energy generation - have worked together as a core group for 
over two decades. invenergy founder, president, and CEO Michael Po!sky is a 
recognized and respected industry leader, and is the majority owner of Invenergy and its 
affiliated companies, 

Invenergy'S expertise includes a complete range of fully integrated in-house capabilities: 
Project Development, Permitting, Transmission, Interconnection, Energy Marketing, 
Finance, Engineering, Project Construction, Operations and Mainter 	Invenergy is 
headquartered in Chicago, with regional offices in Denver and Toro 

A brief narrative of key members of Invenergy's manage 
Attachment 1. 

s been provided In 

3.2 	Thermal Development Expertise 

Invenergy has a large portfolio of natural ga 
U.S. and Canada. This portfolio includ 
well as facilities acquired and completed 

ectric generating facilities in the 
projects initiated by Invenergy, as 

Operating projects total 2,275 MW a 	Include Cannon Falls Energy Center 
(Minnesota), Spindle Hill Ene 	enter (Colorado), Hardee Power Station (Florida), 
Grays Harbor Energy C 	 ton), and St. Clair Energy Center (Ontario). 

In addition to 	 nVenergy is developing new environmentally-friendly 
natural gas-fuele 	 orating facilities across North America. The projects are 
being designed 	r. 	oonomic and reliable power, with minimal impact on air and 
water 	 bie below includes all thermal projects owned by Inveriergy 
Thor 

lnvenergy Thermal Projects 

Project 

' Cannon Falls 

Location 

Minnesota 

Status 

Operating 

Size 

357.0 MW 

Grays Harbor Washington Operating 620.0 MW 

Hardee Florida Operating .870.0 MW 
Spindle Hill Colorado Operating 314.0 MW 

St. Clair Ontario Operating 584.0 MW 

Nelson Illinois In Construction 684,0 MW 

Total: 2,829,0 MW 
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under oontrac.t or In con$tfL!ction. invehergy is North AmeJica'slargest independent wind
power generation company. Invenergy's senior executives - each with an average
experience of 25 years In energy ge,neration- have worked togeth~r as a core grol..tpfor
over -two decades. rnvenergy founder., president. and C~O MichaeL Bolsky is a
recognized and respected indus~ryleader, and is the maJorlty owner of InVenergy and its
affiliated companies.

Invenergy's expertise includes a complete range of fully Integrated in-house oapabiliti!?§:
Project Development, Permitl:ing. Transmission, lnterconnectlon, Energy Marketrng,
Finance, Engineering, Project Construction, Operations and Malnt~nvenergy is
headquartered in Chicago, with regional offices in Denver and Toro~ T

A ~rief narrative of key members 0( Invenergy's man_~ ~s been provided In
Attachment 1, _~

3.2 Thermal Development EXpertise ", ~
Invenergy has a large portfolio of' natural ga~eotric generating facjlities in the
U.S. and Canada. This portfolio includ gr projects initiated by Invenergy, as
well as facilities acquired and completed it.

Operating projects total 2,275 MN a include Cannon Falls Energy Center
{Minnesota). Spindle HiU En~::ter (Colorado), Hardee Power Station (Florida),
Grays Hl3-rborEnergyce~~ton), and St. Clair Energy Center (Ontario).

in addition to sa ~~nvenergy is developing new environnienta]ly~frjendly
natural gas-fuels &'srating facilities across North Amerloa. The projects are
being d~j9nvd t' . oonomlc and reliable power, with minimal impact on air and
water r. ble below includes all thermal projects owned by Invel1ergy
Ther JJ.:.

Gra s Harbor Washin ton 620.0MW
Hardee Florida 370.0MW
S india Hill Colorado 314.0MW
S1. Clair Ontario 584.0MW
Nel$Qn JUioois In Construction 684.0MW

Total: 2,829.0 MVIJ

;1_1
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Cannon Falls eporgy-Coriter 
Cannon Falls Energy Center commenced commercial operations in 2008. The project 
located in Cannon Falls, Minnesota is similar to Spindle Hill_ It is a 357 MW peaking 
facility, consisting' of two simple cycle, dual fuel GE 7FA cOmbustiOn turbines. The 
output of Phis project issold to ,NSP under a long-term power purchase agreement 

Grays Harbor Energy Center 
The 620 MW Grays Harbor Energy project was acquired by Invenergy in 2005. 
Invenergy closed project financing in 2007 to complete the construe 	of the project, 
and commercial operation was achieved in the second qiiarter 	00. The Grays 
Harbor plant consists of two GE 7FA gas turbines, two HR 	single Steam 
turbine. The output is currently under contract with a final 	I 

Hardee Power Station 
The Hardee Power Station is located in BOwling 
east of Terrine, All of the plant's capadit 
Cooperative. The Hardee Power Stetie is 
Combined cycle system and 150 MW 

	  ttrisisk of-.twofi.r,P Frame WA•r  
steam generators and an 80 MW GE ste= urbine. 
of two GE 7EA Oombustion to 

a, approximately 40 miles 
rgy is sold to Seminole Electric 

acuity consisting of a 220 MW 
em. The combined cycle SySteM 

The peaking system is comprised 

Spindle Hill Energy 
In 2007, Invener 
314 MW peakin 
turbines In Fred 
Compan 

ercial operation with the Spindle Hill Facility. It is 
sting of two simple cycle, dual fuel GE 7FA cembUstion 

ado, The output of Spindle Hill is sold to Public Service 
der a long-term PPA. 

St. 	rgy Center 

invehe 	completed the construction and commissioning of the 584 MW St. Clair 
project 	ed in St, Clair Township, Ontario, Canada in 2009. Invenergy entered into a 
long-terin power purchase agreement with the Ontario Power Authority for ell of the 
capacity and energy from the project. St. Clair is configured as two 1 x 1 cornbined 
cycle units each consisting of a GE 7FA gas turbine, HRSG, and steam turbine, 

Nelson Energy' Center 
In 2004, 1M/energy completed the acquisition of the partially constructed Nelson Fewer 
Generating Facility located in Illinois. The Nelson facility, originally deSigned as a four 
unit 1,160 MW power project designed around General Electric 7FA gas turbine 
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cannon Fans EJlergy~Cerlter
Cannon FaJlsSti~~gyCenter commenced commercial operations in 2008. T~~ project
located in Gannon FaU!?,Minn$sota is similar to SpIndle Hill. It is a, 357 MW peaking
faoility, cons-i~tingof tWo ~Imlilecycle, dual fuei ~GE 7FA c9mbus~l()n tutbines. Th~
output of1his prolectls.eold to N$P under a 1ong~termpower purchase agreement

----------------------------------------~---~----

Grays Harbor Energy Center
The 620 MW Grays Harbor Energy project was acquire(J by Invenergy in 2005.
lnvenergy erased projElct financfng in 2007 to complete the O()nstro~Qf the project.
and commercia]' operation was achieved in the second qU;:lrter. 00 . The Grays
Harbor plant oonslsts of two GE 7FA ·gas turbines, two HR~ single' steam
turbllie. The output 1$curr,entlyunder contract wtth a fjna~~ ~n.

Hardee Power Statfon ~,
The Hardee PcyverStation Is located in Bowling ~. ~~~a, approxim~ely 40 miles:
east of Tampa, Allof the plant's GaP8CitYei rgy is said to Seminole Electric
Cooperat1ve. The Hardee Power Stat! . is .' fe.ctliiy consisting of a 220 MW
Combined cycle system anq 150 MW P ~i. . em, The combined 0YQle system

. . . . tutpioes lwitb ..h~at,:~i PfV~ reCqUQ!¥
steam generator:sand an 80 MW GE ste urbine. The peaking system Is comprised
of two GE 7EAcombustion WO' ..\

Spindle·HiIIEnergy~e
III 2001, Itlvene~y ~. . er~al operation with the Spindle Hill Fapillty. It is 1:1
314 MW peskin . lillY $Ulig of two simple oyols, dual fuel GE 7FA combustior;
tur:bines In F:,~~ rado, The output of Spindle Hili is sold to PVbllo $.srvice
Cpmpan tv der a long-term PPA.

St, r". rgy Center
Invener comR1eteothe construction and commissioning of the pS4 MW Sf. Clair
project lQ . ed in st. Clair Township, Ontario, Canada in 2009. lnvenergy entered into a
rcm~:Herhipower purchase agreement wlth the Ontario Power Authority for ~II of the
capacity and energy from the project. St. Clair Is configured as two 1 X 1 combined
cycle units each ~oh.$istingof aGE 7FA gas turbine, HRSG, a.hd steam turbine,

Nellon EnergY Center
In 2004, In"energy completed the acquisition of the partially constructed Nelson Power
Generating Facility located in Illinois. The Nelson facility, originally designed as a four
unit 1.160 MW power project deslgneq around General Electric 7fA ·gas tUfQine

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY
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technology, will be completed as a 584 MW combined cycle facility configured as two 
1x1 combined cycle units. CommerCial operation of the facility is planned for 2015. 

33 	Wind and Solar Expertise 

in addition to the thermal generation portfolio, Invenergy also has a substantial wind 
energy portfolio, representing 3,684 MWs globally. This portfolio consists Of 3.186 MWs 

—operating-projects,of 	334 MWs of projects in construction„and_another_167AVIWe of 
projects under contract. 

Invenergy has also expanded its clean energy portfolio to 
generation, Invenergy's first operational solar project, completed 
Grand Ridge SOlar facility in Illinois, Grand Ridge Solar is 
basis with Commonwealth Edison. Invenergy is currentIT n 
projects in Ontario and those projects are scheduled to 

in 	solar energy 
i 	.12, •the 20 MW 

n a !okj-tOrm 
0 10 MW solar 

d in 2013. 

4.0 	1n-service Date 
Provided that all Minnesota Public Utiliti 

	
° approvals are obtained no later 

than January 1, 2014, Invenergy will begi 
	

ng process 2014 with construction 
e 	• 	 T • 

January 1, 2016 but no later than Jantt= 	2017. Invenergy will target an In-service 
date of June 1, 2016 to align wide MISO capacity planning period. 

, 	1 	,... Milestone 	• ' 

1112 	 Agreement 

Date 

Summer 2013 

Receive 	• 0 ' ovals December 2014 
FLIPIVrig•• Spring 2015 

- r 
Ica 	k Feed Fall 2015 

mercial Operation (Projected) June 1, 2016 

5.0 	Capacity Amount 
The Project capacity shall range from approximately 155 MWs in the summer to 190 
MWs in the winter. Actual available capacity shall be determined by temperature and 
relative humidity. The Project will have a Net Capability of 178.5 MWs at the point of 
interconnection. 

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRI ARY 
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4.0

Invenergy has also expanded its clean ehergy portfolio to I~' selar energy
geheration. Invenergy's first operational solar project. completed i . 12, the 20 MW
Grand Ridge SQlar facilitY in Illinois. Granc;fRidge Sol~ is ~ on a long-term
b~siswith Commonwealth Edison. Invenergy is currentlr~~ Qtf WO 10 MW solar
projects In ontanc and those projects are scheduledIQ~ a in 2013.

In-service Date ..t,..
Provideq that all Minnesota Public Utiliti c~~ approvals are obtained no later
than January 1, 2014, Invenergy will begi h~ing process 2014 with construotlon

Invenergy
'" -.,; ~ ~
1:@ ~, ",,Xi /

. . Carmon FaJls Peaking Expansion (lxO~
. ' Invenergy Thermal Development IJJe

/11,; " ' ,J~Wt. ,______ .... ,@'\30 t IT 1 t?Rij:;illiHf[e~?&

technolor;ly, Will be completed as a 584 MW combined cycle facility confisured as two
1x1 combined cycle units. commercal operation of {he faoility IS planned for 2015.

3.3 'Windan(iSolar Expertise
In addition to tHe thermal generation portfolio. Inveliergy also has a substantial wind
energy portfolio, representing 3.684 MWs globally. This portfOlio conslets of 3.186 MWs

---~-- --~ -----of -operating-projects; .331·-MWs-of -projects-in .eonstrucuon 'r.end. .another -1B.7-J~iWA__of __ ~ .
prolects under contract,

January 1j 2016 but no later than Janu lnvenergy will target an In-service
date of June 1. 2916 to alignwi e MISO capacity planning peri9d...

December 2014
Spring 2{)15
Fall 2015
June 1,2016

5.0 Capacity Amount
The project capacity shall range from approximately 155 MWs in the summer to 190
MWs In the winter. Actual available capacity shall be determlned by temperature and
rel<']tivehumiditY. The Project will have a Net Capability of 178.5 MWs at the point of
interconnection.

CONF1DENl1AL AND PROPRIETARY
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6.0 	Delivery 

6,1 	Market Participation 

Invenergy proposes that NSP be the registered MISO -Market Participant for the Project 
as it is for the existing Cannon Falls facility. As the Market Participant, NSP will be able 
to manage. The Project within its existing portfolio of generating assets which should lead 

— - 	to overall contract cost reductions and streamlined operations. 

6.2 	MISO Module E Capacity 

As the registered Market Participant with MISO, NSP shall be resp 
the Project as a MISO Module E Capacity resource. Invene 
to the Commercial Operations Date to ensure that the p 'e 
a capacity resource beginning in the first contract year. 

or, registering 
h NSP prior 

participate as 

6.3 	Energy Delivery Point 

NSP shall take title to the energy from the Pro 
is proposed to be the planned Hampt 
Substation is not currently modeled in 
Arp on tho mmp 345 kV transmiss 	 p  

nt of interconnection, which 
However, since the Hampton 

evaluated two proxy nodes that 

and Blue Lake generating stations are 	to the east and northwest of the planned 
Hampton Substation and thus c be used for an indication of how Locational Marginal 
Prices (IMP") will likelyerela to SP's load zone ("NSP.NSP"). The evaluation of 
historical LMPs of the i 	 island and Blue Lake generators to the NSF' load 
zone indicates a strong s 	correlation between the LMPs and a relatively small 
difference in a 	t 	prices (LMP basis). Below is a table showing the 
correlations bet 	f the generators with the NSF load zone. 

Year 

Hourly LMP 

Blue Lake: NSP 

2009 99.7% 

2010 99.0% 

2011 98.9% 

2012 94.7% 

Average 98.1% 

Source: Ventyx 
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Pra r e Island: NSP 

99.1% 

97.2% 

98.5% 

83.6% 

94.6° 
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6.0 Delivery

6.1 Market Participation
lnvenergy proposes that NSP be 1he r-egisteredMISO Market Partioipant fot the Project
as it is for the, existing Cannon Falls facility. As the Market Participant, NSP will be able
to manage.jhe Project within its existing portfolio of generating assets which should lead

---~- -------~-------tooveralioontract-eostreduetiofi$-afld-streartlJln'ecl-t)perati()tlst-~-~---~ - ------------ - - --- --- -- ---------~--

6.3

6.2 MISO Module E Capacity

As the registered Market Participant with MISO, NSf) shall be re~p~.1j or.registering
the Project as a MISO Module E Oapaclty resource. 'nVeh~rgek h NSP priorto the Commer~ialOperations Date to ensure that the Pf4lect' eli Ie. participate as
a capa<;ity resource beginning in the first contract year. .~

energy Delivery point ~lA
NSP shall take title to the energy from the Pro ect l~1!lnt of Interconnection! which
Is proposed to be the planned Hampt However, since the Hampton
Substation is not currently modeled in M. O. y evaluated two proxy nodes that

~nd BluE)'Lake generatingstations ate to 'the east and northwest of the planned
Hampton Substation and thus~be used fur an indication Qf how Looatlonal Marginal
Prices ("LMP") will likely.ela to SPs load zone ("NSP.NSP'), The evaluation of
historical LMPs of iheR'~'_ .. Island and Blue lake generators to the NSP load
zone indicates a strong ~~ correlation betweenthe LMP$ and a relatively small
differen~ in a~ prices (LMP. basis), Below is a table showing the
correlatlons bet'Vf the generatnrs WIth the NSP load zone.

2009 99.7% 99.1%
2010 99.0% 97.2%
2011 98.9% 98.5%
2012 94.7% 83.6%
Average 98.1% 94.G%
Source: Ventyx

- CONF1DE~T1ALAND PROPRIETARY
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Based on this evaluation, Invenergy anticipates that the Cannon Falls expansion at the 
Hampton Substation will have a strong positive correlation to NSP's load zone, and thus 
provide an effective hedge to load for NSF. 

Below is a table showing the average Real-time basis between the two proxy CP Nodes 
and the NSP load zone. On average, the basis to the NSP load zone is relatively low. 
This relatively_ emelt amount_ ofbasisis_ indicative of low congestion risk and may 
eliminate the need for NSP to hedge the risk with FTRs. 

Year 

Average Hourly On-Peak Basis  
NSP — Blue Lake NSP 	stand 

2009 $0,49 . 	4 

2010 $1,00 . 6 

2011 $0,67 CO $1.69 

2012 - 	7 12.70 

Four-Year Average EV at $1.80 
Source: Ventyx 
* On five days in July and August 20 	9, 811, 8123. &24), the average on-peak basis 
was abnormally high, possibly owing to 	system conditions. On average, the high 
temperature for those five days 	0 degrees Fahrenheit compared to the average July end 
August temperature of 88 	r 	Fe 	heit Since the high temperatures on the five days 
weren't signifloonUy high b 	oath average, it's unlikely that weather alone was the 
source Of the price separah 	2012 basis excluding those days was $1.37; resulting in 
a four-year avers 

Based on th be 	e two proxy nodes, Invenergy anticipates that the proposed 
Cann 	 n will provide NSP a cost-effective hedge. Because the Cannon 
Fall 	on 	ocated in close proximity to the Twin Cities, there is minimal risk of 
sustai 	long-term basis risk, unlike other generating projects that are located further 
away anf more congested areas. 

A monthly breakout of the LMP basis is provided in Attachrrient 2. 

7.0 	Resource Type 

7.1 	CTG Overview 

Invenergy proposes to install one GE 7FA combustion turbine ("CTG") in a simple cycle 
configuration. Thermal energy is produced in the CTG through the combustion of 

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY 
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Based on this evaluation, Jnvenergyanticipates that the Cannon Falls expansion at the
Hampton Substationwill have a strong positive correlation to NSP's load zone, and thus
provide an effective hedge to load for NSP.

Below is a table showing the average Real-time basis between the two proxy CP Nodes
and the NSP load zone. On average, the baSIS to the NSf> load zone is relatively low.

, ""- -~--" "Thts r-elatillely" smatLamQunLoLbasisj~LiridiCitliI[~LQLl9W_j~QDS~~MQ,n.risk ~!1Q.J!l~y,"""".
elfminate the need for NSP to hedge the risk with FTRs.

2009 $0.49
2010 $1.00
2011 $0.67
2012 *$2,70
four-YearAverage $1.80
Source: Ventyx
11 On fiVe days in Jury and August 20
was abnormally high, po$Slbly owIng to system conditIons. 011 average, the h;gh
temperature for those five d8YSE' degrees Fahrenheit oompared io the average July and
August tempe{1;lWroof 86is!r. Fa heft. Since _thehigh temperatures on the fill(J days
weren't significantly high 11 onth ftver{lge. it's unlikely th.atweather alone W~S tile
souroe'ofthe ptioe sepa~~ 2Q12basis t1xc{uding those days was $1,37, rosu/tlng In
fI four..yearavera~~

Based on th~~~ two proxynodes, Invenergyanticipatesthat the proposed
Cann a ,nwill provide NSP a oost-effective hedge. Because the Cannon
Fall pion· oosted in close proximity to the Twin Cities. there is minimal risk of

long-term basis risk, unlike other generating projects that are located furlher
more congested areas.

A monthly breakout of the LMP basis is provided in Attachment 2.

1.0 ResourceType

7.1 era Overview
Invenergy proposes to install one GE 7FA combustion turbine tCTG") in a slmple cycle
configuration. Thermal energy is produced in the eTG through the combustion of

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRrEtARY
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minimizing 
ustry leader 

Dry Low Npx 
x and CO, which 
GE's DLN 2,0 is p 
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natural gas, and the thermal energy is converted into mechanical energy by the CTG 
turbine that drives the CIO tompreetor and electric generator. The CTG proposed for 
the Project Is the GE 7241 ("7FA') combustion turbine generator. The approxiinate 
otttpUt of the combustion turbine_ le 179 MO) (new arid  elean) at 40Q F. The GE 7FA 
consists of a heavy duty, single shaft, combustion turbine-generator and associated 
auxiliary equipment, The CTG is equipped with dry low Nitrogen Oxide and Nitrogen 

- _ 	-- Dioxide ele0xTcombestore desigried for hatural gas, 

The GE fleet reliability of the 7FA gas turbine has consistently been 97 percent or better. 
This high reliability provides customers more days of operation per y 
the overall life cycle cost of the gas turbine. The 7FA gas turbine 
in reduction of NOx and Carbon Monoxide e'CO") ernissio 
(131,N") 2.6 combustor produces less than 9 parts pet 
reduces costs by minimizing the need for exhaust ole 
proven product with hundreds of thousands of operate t, • • 	t is assumed that there 
wilt not be a requirement for any additional emiss 	such as selective catalytic 
reduction or carbon monoxide catalyst system 

The CTG will be equipped with evapora 
	-emcpertenced 

water is evaporated in The turbine a 
temperature of the compresso 
results in Increased air mess 

ing to offset some of the power loss 

The evaporating water lowers the 
it and Increases the inlet air density. Denser air 
ncreased power output, 

A complete, int 
existing centraliz 
served through 
automat' e a 
prop 

rater 	ntrol system will be provided and integrated into the 
m and related fecilities. The Facility auXilleries will be 

ice transformer. The Facility will also be equipped with 
trot for regulation end ramping of the combustion turhine. The 

et black start capabilities. 

To date, 'venergy has successfully installed eight (8) GE 7FA's in both combined cycle 
and peaki L applications, Including two peaking units for NSP and two peaking units for 
Public Service Company of Colorado which is an Xcel subsidiary. 

7.2 	Net Capacity Rating and Heat Rate 

At base load, the single GE 7FA CTG Is expected to generate approximately 178.5 MW 
at 40 degrees Fahrenheit (new and clean). Invenergy proposes to guarantee a 
predicted net heat rate of 10,900 Stu/kWh HHV when operating on natural gas at 
reference conditions of 95 degrees Fahrenheit and 30% relative humidity (new and 
cleah). 

CON f-IDFtdTIAL AND PeeeRIETARY 
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natural gas, and the therma.l energy is converted ihto meohanical energy' by the eTG
turbine that drives the eTG compressor and electric generator. The eTG proposed for
~l1eProject is the GE 7241 ("7FA~) eombustjon turbine generator, The approximate
output of the cornbuslton WrbineJS 179 MW (new aOdJiJecJn)at 40Q F. TM Q~ iFA
consists of a heavy duty, sIngle shaft, obmbusu(ln turbjne~generator alid assooiated
auXiliary equipment. The CTG is equipped With dry loWNitrogen Oxide and Nitmgen

, "'- -~, ,-- ,Dloxide,(·'NOx")-!:ombl.Jstors~desigriedJorriatUraLgas~, -', ",,'

Invenergy

The GE fleet renability of the 1'FA gas turbine has consistently been 97 percent or better,
This high reliability provides customers mote days ofoperatfol1 per~lIe minlmlzing
the overall life cycle cost of the gas turbine. The 7FA gas terblne e ustry le-aoor
In reduction of NOx and C~rboli Monoxide ("CO") eml~SiOD' Pry Low NOx
("Pl,.N") 2.6 combustor produces les$ than 9 parts petg' n N x and CO, whlott
reduces costs by minimizing the heed for exhaust Clej;j . GE's DLN Z.6 is a
proven product with hundreds of thousands of operau '. t is assumed that there
Will no~be a requirement for any >a~dltionafemlsslfl. ~ such as selective catalytic
reduction or carbon monoxide catalyst syste~ ~

The eTG will be equipped Withevaporan ln~ng to offset some oHhe power loss
--------ex-:pe""'f'"'ie-IIt.W' > • 9 is'1!lptoeessW1,ere

water is evaporated in the turbine al The evaporating water lowers the
temperature of the compress~~ air and lncteases the Inlet air density. Denser aJr
results in increased air 11$$~"Oincreased power output

A complete, int rate '~ntrol system wi(l be nrovlded and integrated into the
existing centra liz > o~~in and related f~ciJ(ties. The Facility aux:marreswill be
served thrOU90,.ervloe transtormer. The Faoility will also be equipped With
automati. e ratl c trol for tegulatlo~.~ndrampingof the combustion turbine. The
prop . of 'es black start capablfttte$.

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY
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To date, venergy has successfully installed eight (8) GE 7FA's in both combined oycte
~nd peakl applications, Including two peaking units for NSP and two peaking units fur
Public Service Company of Colorado which ls an~cel subsidiary.

7.2 Net Capacity Rating and Heat Rate

At base load, the single GE 7Ff,. eTG Is expected to generate approximately 178,5 MW
at 40 degrees Fahrenheit (new and clean). Invenergy proposes to guarantee a
predicted net heat rate of 10,900 Btu/kWh HHV when 9perating on natural gas. at
reference conditions of 95 degrees Fahrenheit and 30% relative humidity (new and
clean).
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StartU Time 

Cold 

Warm 

Hot 

8.0 	Emissions and Carbon Dioxide 

8.1 	Operating PerMits 

The emission rates for this new unit will  

Natural 
Gas 

30 Minutes 

ble to those of the existing units at 

Distillate 
Fuel Oil 
Operations based on 

MIN 

ra 	at 100% load and et en ambient temperature of 45 degrees F. 
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7.3 	Primary Fuel and Backup Alternatives 

The primary fuel will be natural gas. The unit will also be capable of burning ultra-Low 
Sulfur #2 Fuel Oil as a backup. The unit will share the fuel oil unloading and storage 
facilities with the existing Cannon Falls units. 

A n 	p 	a will be required for the addition of this new emission source. 
Inven- 	anticipates a modification will need to be made to the existing Air Permit No. 
04900Q8 	1 from the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency ("MPCA"). The existing 
facility operates under a synthetic minor PSD air permit that limits the combined 
operating hours of the two existing units to 7,359 equivalent operating hours per year on 
a 12 month rolling sum basis where each operating mode (normal operations on natural 
gas or fuel oil, normal operation on power augmentation mode, and startup and 
shutdown on natural gas or fuel oil) is assigned a number of equivalent operating hours. 
This configuration allows the operator flexibility to operate the units as needed in 
different modes while ensuring that annual emissions from the site are not exceeded. 

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY 
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7.3 Primary Fuel and Backup Alternatives
The primary fuel will be natural ga~. The unit will also be capable of burning ultra-Low
Sulfur #2 Fuel Oil as a backup. The unit will share the fuel oil unloading and storage
facilities with the existing Cannon FaUsunits;

8.0 EmissionsandCarbonDipxide

8.1 Operating Permits

[IDistillate
FuelOii
Qperations ba at 100% load ~nd at an ambIenttemperat\Jre(If45 degrees F,

Ani' p S wlU be required for the addition of this new emission source.
Inven ,anticipates a modification wilf need to be made to the existing Air Permit No.
0490008 1 from the Minnesqta Pollution Control Agency ("MPCA'·). The existing
facility operates under a synthetIc minor PSD air permit that limits the combined
operating hours of the two existing units to 7,359 equivalent operating hours per year on
a 12 month rolling sum basis where each operating mode (normal operations on natural
gas Of fuel oil, normal operation on power augmentation mode, and startup and
shutdown on natural gas or fuel oil) is assigned a number of equivalent operating hours.
This configuration allows the operator flexibility to operate the units as needed in
different modes while ensuring that annual emissions from the site are not exceeded.
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There area number of possible approaches to modifying the existing permit. Our 
recommendation Would be to simply share the presently permitted operating hours 
across the two existing units and the additional unit proposed here. The existing units 
do not operate near -their existing limitand_ are not anticipated to _do so in the future. 
ThiS approach is environmentally friendly and should be easily Justified with the MPCA. 
AlternatiVely; we could request,that the permit be modified to add the additional unit and 
-that-a-similarstrUcture-will-be-Utilized-whereby-we_will need_toliniit the-  perating_h_oitts 
the new unit. The actual limitations will not be known until discussions have occurred 
with the MPCA, but it is anticipated to be in the range of 3,000-4,000 hours per ypar on a 
twelve Month rolling basis. 

;Is or issuance In addition to the modifications to the Air Permit, weanticipate'  
of new permits for the f011owing key permits: 

> Minnesota PUC Certificate of Need 
> Minnesota Environmental Quality Board 	 MEQB Docket No. 04- 

85-PPS-Cannon Fells EC issued 21221 
> Minnesota Pollution Control Age 	C 	i Stommater Permit 
). City of Cannon Falls —Planned U 	 Permit 

rA 	detent nation or na n 

Iri this case.Invenergy is 	osing to expand the usage of a site that has been 
preViOusly evaluated*or 	cu nt use and we anticipate that there ,will be no,  
significant obstacle 	 or Modified permits. 

8. Environnteni 	ce 

inveriergy's Env 	, Health, and Safety staff will work In conjunction with facility 
staff to 	 ce with ail applicable local, state, and federal regulations. The 
facil- 	p 	t a comprehensive compliance tracking program for the facility to 
help` 	in environmental compliance. Permit requirements will be reviewed and 
entered 	o a tracking program which will alert the appropriate staff to upcoming 
requiremen s, 

9.0 	Capacity and Energy Pricing 

Invenergy proposes to develop the Cannon Falls Peaking Expansion and sell the 
capacity and energy to NSP with terms and conditions substantially similar to the 
existing Power Purchase Agreement between Cannon Falls and NSP dated April 1, 
2005, The key Commercial Terms are summarized below: 

LT,IT:777,7;=7:77,1116 
CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRrETARY 
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There are a number of possible approaches to modifying the existing permit. OUf
recommendation Would be to s,lmply share the presently permitted operating hours
across the two existing lInih~and the additional unit proposed here. The existing units
do not operate near their eXIsting ~imil~,'and are not anticip,ai~. lb..do so in the flJ:tl,n'e.
This approach ISefwironMentally frleni:lly and should be easily justified with the MpOA.
Alternatively; we could request.that the permit be modified to add the addltions.1 unit and

"-- ...... _ ......·that-a·similafcstrueture-will·b~util~d whereby..we.wJU need.toJimit the operatingJ:u.1UI"$,,pf ._ ..~._ ..
the new unit. The actual IImlt<!tionswill not be known until !;1rscu$slonshave occurred
with the MPCA, but it is ~titiclpated to be in the range of 3,000-4;000 hours per year on a
tw$lve morilh rolling basis. A.
In addltion to the modificatipns to the Air Permit, We ~ntiCiPatef"'l\~ri; or issuance
of new permits for tne folloWingkey permits: ~ • '- V

)- Minnesota PUC Certificate bf Need rJl/lllllr."'
)- Minne$ota EnvJronmenwl QU~litYSoard -~~ .. - MEQB Docket No. 04-

85·PPS-Cannon Fitlls EC issued 2/22rg
~innesota Pollutiqn Con'tro!Age ,C n io stormwaterPermit
City of Cannon F~lIs - Planned U 0 ~nt permit

8.2

In this case Invenergy iSGS1l'l9 to expand the usage of a site that has been
p:eViouslyevaluatedofOr, cu nt ,use.and we anticipate that there will be no,

, slgnlfjcant Obstacle' ~ "{or modified permits.

EnVirQnmen1:~.~ ce
Inven~rgY$ SO\" , · Healtn; and Safety staff w.1IIwork in oonjl)pgtlonwith facility
staff to . "., .. co .f neewith ~!lapplicaple IDeaI, s~te. and federal regulatlcrts, The
faci!" ill pta comprehensive compliance trackIng program for the fa¢ility to
help' , in 'envjronment~1 compliance. Permit requirements will be reViewed and
entered 0 a irfi~ing program Wflich wlll alert the appropriate ;;taff to upcoming
requlremeri s,

9.0 Capacity and Energy Pricing

lnvetiergy proposes to develop tne Cannon Falls Peaking Expansion and sell the
capacity' and energy to NSP wlth terms and conditions SUbstantially similar to the
existing Power Purchase Agreement between Cannon Falls and NSP dated April 1,
2005. The key Commercial Tenns are summarized below:

CONFrDENTIAl- AND PROPRtETARY
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Transaction Structure: 

Purchaser/Buyer: 

Power Purchase Agreement 

Northern States Power Company 

Seller: Invenergy Thermal Development LLC or affiliate 

Location (County, State): Goodhue County, Minnesota 
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ercial Terms 

-One j1)-GE-'SPA GIG- 

Natural Gas (with 2 Fuel Oil as backup) 

June 1, 2016 

Twenty (20) years (June 1, 2016to 	 61  
Beginning on the first an

a 
 the Commercial On-Line 

Date and each annive 	 er, escalated annually by 
the change in the C um 	ce Index or other mutually 
agreeable index.  

11111111111111.111.11M1 

MIMIIIMMII=MMI • 
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Technology: 	---- 

Primary Fuel Type: 

Commercial On-Line 
Date: 

Term: 

Capacity Price, (CP) 
(year 1): 

Annual Capacity 
Price Escalation: 

Heat Rate: 

Net Capability, (NC): 

Guaranteed Ramp Rate; 

Point of elivery: 

) 

Payment for Contract 
Capacity: 	4so  
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Invenergy TherMal Development LLC 
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Commercial Terms

Purchaser/Bu er:
Transaction Structure:

Seller:

Natural Gas with #2 Fuel Oil as backu
June 1, 2016

Term: 36)
Capacity Price, (CP)
ear 1:

Annual Capacity
Price Escalation:

Net Capability. {NC):

Heat Rate:

Guaranteed Ramp Rate:

Point of Delivery:
Payment for Contract
Capacity:

.15
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Payment for 
Dispatchability: 

Payment for Excess 
Capacity: 

Payment for Variable 
O&M; 

vo•NS\ 11111111111111111111= 

ammomimis  
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Capacity:
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Commercial Terrns 

Payment for Turbine 
Starts: 

Dispatch and 
Schedulin .: 
Fuel Supply: 

Environmental 
Emissions Costs: 

10.0 Scheduling Provisions 

Including, but not limited to, daily ge 	ion offers, outage scheduling, following 
start/stop signals, following MI 	dispatch set-points, and operating in local mode or 
AGC. 

11.0 Curtailmen 
Seller shall no 
deliveries as S 
with 
basi 	en 
are un 

ses for Reduced Delivery 
ial or any other responsibility for curtailments or reduced 

the MISO Market Participant and will be the responsible party 
rig MISO instructions. As noted above in Section 6.3, the LMP 

imal over the last four years, signaling that economic curtailments 

12.0 Security for Performance 
Invenergy shall post performance security in the amount of 	upon execution of 
the Agreement, and such performance security shall be reduced to MIN for the full 
term of the Agreement upon reaching the Commercial Online Date. 

CONFIDENTIAL. AND PROPRIETARY 
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payment for Turbine
Starts:

Dispatch and
Schedulln :
FuelSupply~

Environmental
Emissions Costs:

10.0

11.0

12.0 Security for Performance
Invenergy shall post performance security in the amount of_ upon execution of
the Agreement, and such performance security shall be reduced to _ for the full
term of the Agreement upon reaching the Commercial Online Date.
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13.0 Additional Considerations 

13:1 Site 
The propoSed turbine will be Iodated at Invenergy's existing Cannon Falls facility which 
is located In Goodhue 'County. The new turbine Will he installed on land that is directly 
north of the existing Cannon Falls units and is presently under the control of invenergy*s 
Cannon-Falls-entity.—By-siting-theunit-atinvenergy's-Canpori-Falisfacilityrinvenergy.wilt 
he able to utilize existing infrastructure such as the operations and maintenance 
building, fuel oil unloading and storage facilities, water treatment and storage and other 
miscellaneous auxiliary equipment minimizing cost and impact surrounding 
community. 

13.2 Site. Layout 
The site will be laid out in a manner consistent w1 	industry standards for 
combustion turbine power plants. The new unit V 	c ed parallel to the existing 
units in the same east to West orientation. Stor 	nage detention will need to 
be re-worked. 

Please see Attachment 3 for the rn 	f th 	d Project location and layout. 

13:3 Electrical Interconnection 
An initial Feasibility Study4pu e 	) to confirm adequate capacity of three potential 
interconnection locati' 	 rrnine the timing of required upgrades has been 
requested, but has not 	ompleted. The existing Cannon Falls facility is 
interconnected t 	 ge transmission system at a 115kV voltage level via an 
existing 115kV b 	adjacent to Invenergy's Cannon Falls Facility. Invenergy is 
familiar with t e 	y ion system in the area and anticipates that interconnection to 
the 11 Cannon Falls may necessitate the need for substantial upgrades 
on 	 Or 161kV system or both. 

Invenerg 	proposing an Interconnection to the new Hampton Corners 345kV 
Substation that will be installed approximately nine miles north of the project, just north 
of Hampton, MN as part of the CapX2020 Transmission Project. The Hampton to 
Rochester 345 kV Transmission Project (also part of CapX2020) will be installed In a 
corridor that runs approximately one mile west of the Cannon Falls Facility along 
Highway 52. We are proposing then that the new generator be interconnected to the 
grid via one mile of new transmission to the Hampton to Rochester corridor, then eight 
miles of transmission line that would be installed as a doUble circuit or underbuild on the 
proposed Hampton to Rochester line and one new breaker position at the new Hampton 
Substation. This configuration will benefit all parties by minimizing the impact to 
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13.0 Ad~itionalConsiderations

13.1 Site
The proposed turbine will bEllocated at Invanergy's exi$,tlng:CartOOn Falls,fac1lify which
;$-lOC!!ltedIn Goodhue 'County, The new turbln(i)'Willbe insiall~ on land that is'dire9W
north of the existrng Gannon Falls units and is pres~ntJyulider the control Of Invel1ergy's
earmon'ftdls entny.--t3ysiting,the,unU aH"veherlly's-GannoIi-F~Us-f~cilltyrlnvenerft¥,wllL"",,,,,,_, ""
6~ able to utilize existing infrastructure such Sf? tne operations and maintenance
pUilding, fuel oil unloadingandstorage faoilities, water treatment and st9tag(:l and other
miscelJanequs auxfliary equipmen~ minimizing cost and impactA.surroUndlng
community. . ~ ...

Site. Layout .. '-0
The site will be laid out in a manner consistentWj!!~industry standards for
co~b~stion turbine power plants, The. new tJni~tw; 0 ed parallel. to th,e existing
unIts II) the same east to west orlentatlon. stQf ,tar nage detention Will need to
be re-worked. i?"~" .
Please see Attachment 3 for the m W Project location and layout.

CONFiDENTIAL AND PROPRtt=,TARY

Electrical Interconnection
An Jnltlali=esslbilityStUdYfQUra~) to ~onfirm adequate capacity of three potential
interconnection locati~atri.~rmine fhe timing of requi~d upgrfld~s has been
requested, but has nqt '&t~ completed. The t$x~Jlng Cannon Falls facility Is
Interccnnected tS" g6 transrnlselen system at a 115kV voltage leveJvia an
€xisting 115kV 0 'tlo djacen{ to Invenergy's Cannon Falls Fa6i1ity. Invener9)' is
familiar Wjth~t ion system in the area and anticipates that Interconnection to
th63Z11 tio t Cannon Falls may necessltate the need for SUbstantial upgrades
on at t 115 or 161kVsystem or both.

Invenerg proposing an Interconnection to the hew Hampton Corners 345kV
Substation that wUIbe Installed approximately nine mIles north of the project, just north
of Hampton, MN as part of the CapX2020 Transmission Project. The Hampton to
Rochester 345 kv Transmission Project (also part of CapX2020) wtl! be ln$t~lled In a
corridor that runs approximately one mile west of the Cannon Falls Facility along
Highway 52. We are proposingthen that the new generator be interconnected to the
grid via one mile of neW transmiSsion to the Hampton to Rochester corridor, then eiQht
roUes of transmission Une that would be installed a.sa dollble Circuit or underblllld on the
proposed Hampton to Rochester line and one new breaker pOSition at the new Hampton
Substation. This configuration will benefit all parties by niinimizing the impact to
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surrounding land usage, minimizing upgrades to the overall electrical system and hence 
minimizing the overall cost of interconnection to the parties and ratepayers. Invenergy 
has included 	in the project budget to account for these interconnection costs 
and will include an adjustment mechanism to the capacity price to the extent the 
Interconnection costs can be completed for More or less. 

Below- is-a- table _showing the. _expected _milestone- dates for the 	interconnection 
request. 

Initial Interconnection Request Feasibility S 

Enter Definitive Planning Phase Cycle Au 

Execute Interconnection Agreement 2 2014 

13.4 Gas Interconnection 

Natural gas is supplied to the exis 
pipeline that is owned and ope 
Northern Natural Gas t 
project site. We hav 
existing pipeline should 
with only mino 
MIN in dire 

n Falls Facility by a 16" diameter lateral 
d by Greater Minnesota Gas (GMG) that connects to 

on 	pelines approximately 13.5 miles northwest of the 
of with GMT and they have indicated that the 

of serving both the new unit and the existing units 
operational :changes. The project has estimated 

tion cost as the basis'for this proposal. 

compression will not be required to meet the plant's 550 psig gas 
irer'~nt when connected to nearby natural gas transmission pipelines. 

13.5 Water 	ources 

The facilities relatively minor cooling needs can be met through modifications to the 
existing Cannon Palls infrastructure which includes a pipeline from the City of Cannon 
Falls. 

13.6 Description of O&M Plan 

Invenergy is an experienced operator through its wholly owned subsidiary, Invenergy 
Services, which will operate the proposed facility. Invenergy Services is staffed with 
experienced industry personnel and currently operates 5 thermal assets (3 combined 
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surrounding land usage, minimizing upgrades.to the overall electrical system.and hence
minimizing the overall cost of interconnection "tothe parties and ratepayers. Invenergy
has included_ ln the project budget to account for these lnterconnecfion costs
and will include an adjllstment meQ,b<;lnisrn to. the g:J·paoity price to the extent the
Interconnection costs can be CQmpletedfor more or tess.

. -~-~ ... - ..~~ ·8elow- js·a, table .showing the .expeoted..milestona_dates. for the. "jDter~Q.nne!w'Q.tL_ ._.. __
request.

In~ial mterconnectton Request - Feasibility Study
Enter Definitive Planning Phase Oycle

CONFIDENTIALAND PROPRIETARY..........................

Exeoute Interconnection A~reement

13.4 Gas Interconnection
Natural gas is supplied to the existin n Falls Facility by a 16" diameter lateral
pipeline that is owned and Op~ebY Greater Mlnoesota Gas (GMG) that connects to
Northern Natural Gas trBjsmi ton 'palinesapproximately 1:3.5milesnorthwest of the
project site. We ha"'9~'_c ot with GMT and they have indicated thaf the
existing pipeline shquld ,~~b e of serving both the new untt and the existing unIts
with only minor~ <>peratfonal cl'v;\nges. Th.e project has estlmsted _
_ in dire ~ vection cost as the basis for this proposal.

It iS~ t 9 compression will not be required to meet the plant's 550 psig gas
pre re r ire ht when connected to nearby natural gas transmission pipelines.

13.5 Water sources
The facilities relatively minor coolingneeds can be met through modifications to the
existing Cannon Falls infrastructure which includes a pipeline from the City of Cannon
Falls.

13.6 Description of O&M.Plan
Ihvenergy is an experienced operator through its wholly owned subsidiary, Invenergy
Services, whioh will operate the prcpessd facHity. Inv~nergy Services is staffed with
experienced industry personnel and currently operates S thermal assets {3 combined
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cycle and 2 simple cycle). Additionally, Invenergy Services operates 26 wind farms and 
1 solar farm, with 3 wind farms and 2 solar farms Under construction. 

invenergy anticipates leveraging the.elating operations staff at Cannon Falls. This 
effidency is reflected in the proposed pricing, 

The-plant-manager-reports--to-an-aaset_manager based in Chloago4111Inol who has 
overall management responsibility for the facility including contract compliance. Both the 
plant and asset manager draW on the resources of Invenergy for all other functions such 
as accounting, human resources, legal, finance and engineering. 

fall 

0 Invenergy will contract services as needed from qualified contr 	tradesmen. 
• 

Combustion Inspection 	12,600 hours/400 	 days 
Hat Gas Path 	 24,000 hours/90 	21 days 
Major Maintenance 	48;000 ho \,11, 	R 	26 days 

	frrthe-ebsence-of-a-seheduled-co 	 ajor-mairitenanee,-activittrthe-plen 
will require an annual 10 day outage for 	uled maintenance of the balance of plant 
systems. 

• Coll 

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY 
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cycle and 2 simple cycle). Additionalfy. Invenergy Services operates 26 wind farms and
1 solar farm, with 3 wind farms and 2 solar farms under constructlon.

,~~-" "'''''~- ., . '~'+lle--plant·manag~~rElports·.tl,)...,at1...asset.manager.J:)ased.Jn~CblCagGl-minol&.Jlil'!~Lhas ~"'" _ ,~ _
overall management responsiblllty for the facilityincluding contractcompliance. Both the
plant and asset manager draW on the resources of Invenergy for all other functions such
as accounting, humanresources. legalt finance and engineerlng. ~

Invenerg)' willcontract services as needed from qualified .ontr~-"'I!'.lr~esmen.

The expectation for major maintenance activltfes is as ~ V
CombustionInspection 12,000h6urS/4~ost ~d;YS
HotGasPath 24,000hours/90 21days
Major MaIntenance 48,000 ho '11, 28 days

------ 11<\-,senee-ef-e-sehedaled-ee - ajer-mait1teruttlO~1vity~e"ten'l'------_"_
will require an annual 10 day outag/? for . uledmamtenance of the balance of plant
systems.

Inveoergy anticipates leveraging the. e>d~ting operatiQns st53ff at Qa_nnofl Falls. This
efficiencyis reflected in the proposed pricing,
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Michael Poisky- President and Chief Executive Officer — With thirty years of 
experience in the energy industry, Michael Polsky is widely recognized as a pioneerand 
an industry leader in the cogeneration and independent power industry in North America,,  
He 'founded leading clean energy company invenergy more than ten years ago. 
Previously, in 1991, Polsky founded Sky Gen Energy - a developer, owner, and operator 
of natural gas-fUeled generating plants — which was purchased by Caipine Corporation 
in 2-0K 	-Before-forming SkyGen,Polsky__Co-founded and _wat_Preelderit of indeck 	 
Energy Services Inc, Polsky holds an MSME Degree from Kiev Polytechnic InStitute and 
an MBA from 'the University of Chicago, in 2002, Poisky endowed a center for 
Entrepreneurship at the University Of Chicago Graduate School Of 	e—  *filch is 
named sifter hire, 

‘Jim Murphy —Executive Vice President, Chief Fine 	 Operating 
Officer — Jim Murphy has more than thirty yearS • 	and manageMent 
experience, primarily in the energy industrY, havi 	d the negotiation and 
execution of more than $10 billion in private -equ' ah a = investments, power plant 
acquisitions end sales,: and project debt an 	inancing, He is a member of 
tnvenergy's founding group and is re 	 e general management of the 
company, as well as corporate and p 	 risk management, and asset 

--'vPtirftkAtien;r'Mnr'phy-curr.ently-i 	 d-of-DIreeters-of-the*neroen 
Wind Energy Association (AWEA). Prio 	he formation of invenergy, he was Chief 
Financial Officer at Sky Gen 	gy LLC, and previously was a Vice President with 
financial advisory and iniles 	The Deerpath Group, lrie: and a manager with 
Arthur Andersen. He 	 m the UniVersity of Illinois, magna curb Wide, and 
is a Certified Public Aj 

Jim Shield — E 	ce President and Chief Development Officer — With more 
Then 25 	 ce in all aspects of the power generation industry, Jirn Shield Is 
respo 	 development, marketing, engifieerine, and Construction of 
hive 	wind, solar, and thermal energy projects worldwide. During his :career, he 
has de . •ed over 8,500 MW of power projects and negotiated 3,000 MW Of long-terns 
energy 	ke agreements. Prior to joining linvenergy, Shield held various positions 
with Caitlin° Corporation, including Senior Vice President-East Region. Earlier, he was 
a key contributor in building SkyGen Energy from a start-up company, and a project 
manager at lndeck Energy Services. Shield has a BS in Mechanical Engineering from 
the University of Michigan and an MBA from DePaul University, He is a Registered 
Professional Engineer in the State of Illinois. 

Alex George — Senior Vice President, Operations and Asset Management - Alex 
George leads the operations and asset management of Invenergy's growing portfolio of 
wind and thermal energy plants. He has nearly 30 years of broad experience in the 
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MiQhael PolsJ<y.. President and Chief t=x~(:utiv(J 'Officer - With thIrty yeats 'of
experience in th~ energy ,indu'stry, Michael Polsky Is widely recosniz.ed ~s aploneer and
a_nindustry leader in the OQgener<:\tionand indepenqent power industry in North Americ~,
He founded ieading clean energy cQmp~llY l_nvef!E;lrgymore than ten years 'ago.
Prsvtously, in 1991, PolskyfQunded Sky Gen Energy - a developer. owner, a~d operator
of mUl{ral gas-fue-Ieogenerating plants - which was purchased by Carpioe Corporation

_-~~- ~_~~--~~if}-2-o(}~-.--Sefor$-~trningSkyGen.-gol$ky-..6Q"founde<Land__waLEr~ld~rit_9Ltl1g~QK~~ __
Energy Services In¢, Polsky holds an MSME Degree from Kiev Polytechnic Institutf;!and
an MBA from 'the University of Chicago, In 2002, Polsky endowed a center for
Entrepreneurship at fh~ University Of Chicago Graduate School ~s&, 'WhIch ls
named after him. ~ .....

JIm Murphy -Executive Vice President, ~hief Finart~. IeChief Op<!rating
Officer - Jim Murphy ha~ more than thirty yaalJrs , and maoa,gement
experience, primarily in the energy indu~trYf havi . Q the negotiation and
execution of mote than $10 Qjllion in private equ~' an, . ' im!~stments. power plant
acqulslttcns and sales"~and project debt as financIng. He Is a member of
tnvenergy's founding group and is re on I e general management of the
company, as well as corporate and p '6 oe, risk management, and asset

------' OJ.'ti~~,-~rvlurphy~urr-ently..f ti ""fJf~ar<J~!r~0f~~he;A,+ner1eef1--'"'----=-4
Wind f;nergy' ASsociation (AWEA). Plio he formation of lnvenergy. he was Chlt;!f
Flnan~ial O~tZer at $.k~ oe.n£j;. y LLC, and previously was a Vioe President w!th
financial adVISOrYand Ii*st nt f The Deerpath Group, Inc. and a manager With
Arthur Anders$h. He ~ m the University of Illinois, magna cum laude, and
ls a CerflfiedPUb~i~A·i\.~~

Jim Shield ~E ' ce Presldent and Chief Development Offl~er - With more
th~n 25 a f~..1.. ce in all aspects of tt:e powe: ~ene:atiQn indust.1)I'Jim S~[eldis
respo .~. development, marketing, engtneenngi and constructron qf
lnve' } Wind, sOlar.and thermal energy projects worldwide. Durlng his :career, he

ed over S.500 MW of power projects and negotiated 3,OOQMW of long-term
energy () - ke agreements. Ptior to jqinlng Invenergy, Shield h~ld VarioUS positions
with Calpine Corpbfation. inclUding Senior Vice President-East Region. Earlier, he was
a key contributor In building SkyGen Energy from a startaup. companYi al1d a project
manager af Incieck Energy services. Shield nas a BS in Mechanical Engineering from.
the University of Michigan and an MBA from DePaul University. He is a Registered
Prof~ssjonal E;nginE$r in the State 6f IIllnofs.

-----_ •• n Itl'1 n: Ilml
CONfIDENTIAL AN,D PROPRIETARY

Aiax George - Senior Vic¢- President, Operations and Asset Management - Alex
George I~ad$-the operations and asset management Of Invenergy's growing P9t'tfolio of
wind and thermal energy plants. He has nearly .:30years of brOad experience In the
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newer induStry, having led the commissioning, operation, and asset management of 
more than 5,660 MW of natural gas generation and 1,800 MW ofwind generation during 
his. career. Prior to joining Inveriergy in 2002, George was Vice Pretident of Operations 
and Asset Management et Calpine. Before then,. as one of the Original team minters at 
Sky Gen, he was Vice President of ()Orations and Asset Management. Previously, 
George was a professional engineer at both .CRS Sirrine EngineerS and Sargent & 
Lundy.- He- has-a-BS-in Mechanical-E-ngineering_from-the University_ &Illinois and an 	 
MBA from the University of Illinois-Chicago. 

Bryan Schueler - Senior Vice President, Development - A twenty 	veteran of the 
poWer industry, Bryan Schueler is responsible for project develop 	at energy. He 
has ,experienCe in plant operations and engineering, 	 development, 
permitting, and construction of biomass, wind, landfill 	d n Ural gas projects. 
Over the course of two decades, Schueler has succes 	ad the development 
and construction of more than 20 wind farms and 	r 	W of natural gas-fired 
facilities. Before joining Invenergy, Schueler wa 	p d 	tr for at Calpine, fulfilling 
the 'Wile role he held earlier at SkyGen. Prev'-e was a performance engineer at 
a 1,000 MW coat station for Common 	Rh 	ohueler has a BS in Mechanical 
Engineering from Purdue University and a M 	t 	the University of 

Randy Wood -= Vice President, Ong 	ion- Randy Wood Is responsible for 
identifying and executing p 	ales, energy hedges; and renewable energy credit 
transactions for Invenerg, In 	rlh 	erica, Having joined Invenergy in 2007, he has 
closed many long-ter 	o 	and energy hedges for wind, solar, and gas-fired 
generation, as well as 	o renewable energy credit transactions. Wood has over 
ten years of e 	 experience, and prior to working at Invenergy, he held 
positions with 	 ergy Ventures end InterGen North America. A Certified 
Public A co Stan 	earned a Bachelor of Business Administration from the 
Uni 	 Arkansas, and a Masters in Business Administration from Texas 

itY,  

Icris Zadl• - Vice President, Regulatory Affairt and Transmission - With more than 
twenty years of electric power industry experience, Kris Zadlo oversees Invenergy's 
national and regional commercial activities pertaining to regulatory affairs and 
transmission. He Is responsible for developing near- and long-tern) regulatory and 
transmission strategies for invenergy. Previously, Zadlo was Vice President of 
Transmission for Calpine Corporation and earlier held various managernerit positions 
during his ten years at Commonwealth Edison Company of Chicago. A Registered 
Professional Engineer in the State of Illinois, Zadio graduated cum laude from Rose-
Hulman Institute with a Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering, He received a 
MasterS in Electrical Engineering from Purdue University. 
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pOWE;lrindustry, having led the commlssl9nlJl9. operation, ariQ asset management of
more than 5.600 MW of natural gas generation and 1,800 MW ofwfnd generaflon during
his career, Prior to jolning Invenl:;rgy In 2M2, Ge9rgewas Vice pre$ideht of Operations
~nd Asset Management at Calpine. Before then, as' one Qf the briS!!1~1te.arn merttt.?sJsat
Sky ,Gen. he was Vice President of Operations and Asset Management Previ()u$ly~
George was a professjonal engineer at both CRS Sirrine EngineerS and $~rgen~ &

-~~--t«ndy.--He- ha$-a-{:3S-iA MeGt"lanK;al-Engineermg-ff.Om-tne-l)1ii¥ersity~0.[UIio_!)JsamLao __~_~~ _
MJ3Afrom the University of IIlinQis~Ch(cago.

Bryan Schueler - Sentor Vice President, Development - A twe~'ty. veteran of the
power industry, Bryan ~chueler is responsible tor project develop at ~r\ergy. He
has ,expeti\3nce in plant operations and engine~ring. asS..development,
permitting, and .ponstructlon of biomass. wlnq. landfilly. d 11 !.Ir~!gas projects.
Over the course of two decades, Schueler has l:WCcel1j1 ed the development
and c<>nstruction of more than 20 wind farms and .. r . . W Qf m~Wralgaa-flred
facilities, Before joining Invenergy, Schueler wa~~ frector at CatpJl1e, fulfilling
the same role he held earlier at SkyGen. preB' I e Vias a performance engin~er at
a 1,000 MW coal station for Common . ttM' ehueler has a BS it'! Mechanical
Eng.ineeting from Purdue University and a M the University of illinois.

Randy Wood ..:. Vice President, On ion - Randy Wood is responsible for
identifyi~9 and executing POE', ales, energy hedge~ and renewable energy. cradlt
transactions for Invener9t In rth erlca, Having jOJnedlnvenergy in 2007, he has
closed mqny tqng-ter~~ "" and energy hedges for wind, solar, and gas~flred
generatjoll, aswe~,~s 1Ji[~ renewable energy credit transactions. Wood has over
ten years of £1.00 In . experience, and prior to working at Inv!!Jnergy. he held
positions WJt~'. . ergy Ventures and (nteiGen North America. A Certified
Public A co tan I earned a Bachelor. of, Business Administration from the
Unl ." y Arkansas, and a Master'§>in Business Admll"!istratlol') from Texas
A&· . i ity,

- Vice President, Regulatory AffairS and Transmission ..With mpre than
twenty years of electric power industry experience, Krls Zadlo oversees Invenergy's
national and regipnal commercial activities pertaining to regulatory affairs and
transmlsslcn. He is responsible for developing near- and lQng~~ermregu~toiy and
transmission strategies for In,,energy. Previously. ladlo was Vice Presjoent of
Trj;1nsmisslonfor Calpine Corporation and earlier held various man8gemeO.tpOSitions
during his ten years at Commonwealth Edison Company of ChicagQ, :A Registered
Professional Engineer in the State of UlillOis, ZadJo graduated cum laude from Rose
Hulman lnstitllte with a Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering. He received a
MasterSIn Electrical Engineering from Purdue UniVersity.
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Average Hourly Basis (Real-time) 

NSP.NSP - NSRBLUELK7 NSP.NSP NSP.PRISL 

Year-Month On-Peak 
Basis 

Off-Peak 
Basis 

Or 	Off-Peak Basis 
Basis 

-200 -- 	$139___ - $0.26_ __ __$0.82 $0.80 	 

2009-02 $0.33 $0.27 $0.81 $0.82 , . 
2009-03 $0.49 $0.04 $1.24 $0.81 

2009-04 $0.63 $0.18 $1.63 0.88 

2009-05 $0.21 $0.05 $0.8 $0.42 

2009-06 $0.59 $0.25 $0.89 

2009-07 $0.24 $0.13 0. $0.51 

2009-08 $0.88 $0.11 1 	0 $0.71 

2009-09 -$0.08 -$0,12 0.24 -$0.20 

2009-10 $0.47 0.2 -$0.01 40.54 

2009-11 $0.52 14 $1.21 $0.45 

2009-12  $1.24 $2.25 _ $0.75 

Average 2009 $0,49 $015 $1,04 $0.62 

2010-01 v.10 $0.36 $2.13 $0.94 

2010-02 \CII)  $0.24 $0.91 $0.86 

2010-03 ' . $0.17 $0.89 $0.57 

2010-04 
lit ' 

$0.16 $0.31 $0.38 

2010-05 '4.0.12 $0.37 $0.58 $0.43 

2010-06 $1,72 $1.01 $2.12 $0.91 

2010-07 $2.31 $0.90 $4.94 $2,05 

2010-08 $1.53 $1.03 $2.26 $0.85 

2010-09 $0.55 $0.30 $0.98 $0.55 

2010-10 $0.42 $0.54 $1.41 $0.91 

2010-11 $0.35 $0.01 $1.33 $0.50 

2010-12 $2.35 $0.58 $3.31 $0.85 

Average 2010 $1.00 $0.47 $1.76 0.92 
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2009-02 $0.33 $0.27 $0.81
2009-03 $0.49 $0.04 $1.24
2009-04 $0.63 $0.18
2009-05 $0.21 $0.05
2009-06 $0.59 $0.25 $0.89
20Qge07 $0.24 $0.13 $0.51
2009~O8 $0.88 $0.71

2009-09 ~$O.O8 -$0.20
2009-10 $0.47 4>0.54

I

2009-11 $0.52 $1.21 $0,45 I
2009-12 $1.24 $2.25 $0.75 rAverage 2009 $1.04 $0.62
2010-01 $0.36 $2.13 $0.94

2010~O2 $0.24 $0.91 $0.86
2010-03 $0.17 $0.89 $Q.51

2010~04 $0.16 $0.31 $0.38

2010-05 $0.37 $0.58 $0.43

$1.01 $2.1:2 $0.91

$0.90 $4.94 $2.05

2010-08 $1.03 $2.26 $0.85

2010-09 $0.55 $0.30 $0.98 $0.55

2010-10 $0,42 $0.54 $1,41 $0.91

2010-11 $0.35 $0.01 $1.33 $0.50

2010-12 $2,35 $0.58 $3,31 $0,85

Average 2010 $1,00 $OA7 $1.76 $0.82
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.ISP BLUE_ K7 

On-Peak 	Off-Peak 	On-Pea 	Off-Peak 
Basis 	Basis 	Basis 	 Basis 

$0.41 0.34 $1.14 

$0.88 

$0.49 

$2.39 

$1.23 

-$0.24 

$0.51 

$0.76 

$0.49 

$0.33 

$0.38  

57 	0.70 

$0.49 

$1.51 

$1.22 

80 

$0.92 

$0.63 

$1.33 

$0,78 

$0.75 

$0,88 

$0.90 

$1.08 

2012-12 $0.71 	$0.45 $0.90 $0.65 

Average 2012 40.27 $0.99 

Source: Ventyx 
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2011-02 	 $1.59 

$0.53 

$0.12 

$0.58 

40.22 

AS)

w  

. $0.34 	 1 

2012-08 

2012-09 $0.27 	$0.27 $0.78 	$0.61 

2012-10 	 -$3.35 	$0.48 
	

$0.93 
	

$0.90 

2012-11 	 -$6.35 	-$5.63 
	

$1.70 
	

$1.10 

2011-12 

Average 2011 

201201 

2012-02 

2012-03 

2012-04 

2012-05 

2011-05 	 -$0.34 

2011-06 	 $2,60 

2011-07 	 $1.31 

2011-08 	 $1.27 

2011-09 	 $0.91 

2011-10 	 $0,76 

2011-11 	 $0.23 

2011-03 	 $0.43 

2011.04 
	

42,84 

$1.70 

$0.67 

. 3 -$0.41 

$0. 

$2.3. 
	 $1.ig 

$1.69 
	

$0,98 

$1.23 
	

$0.83 

$1.29 	$0.40 

$0.98 	$0,49 

$0.66 	40,09 

$0.89 	$0,97 

2012-06 $1.73 	$1.45 

2012-07 	 $1.95 	$0.57 

	

$11.24 	$1.22 

$0.80 	$0.14 	I 	$10.05 	$3,32 

Average 2009- 2012 $0.47 
	

$0,18 
	

$1.8 
	

$0.83 
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$1.59 $0.88 $2.39

2011·03 $0.43 $0,49 $1.23
2011·04 ~$2.84 ~$O,33 ..$0.24
2011-05 ~$0.34 $0.51

2011-06 $2.60 $0.76

2011-07 $1.31 $0.49 $1.33

2011-08 $1.27 $0.78

2011·09 $0.91 $0.75

2011·10 $0,76 $0.88

2011-11 $0.90

2011-1:2 .9

Average 2011 $0.98

2012~O1 $0.83
2012-02 $1.29 $0.40
2012"'()3 $0.98 $0.49
2012"'()4 $0.66 -$.0.09
2012~O5 -$0.41 $0.89 $0.97

~$1"31 $1.73 $1.45

$Q.57 S11.24 $1.22

$0.14 $10.05 $3.32

2012"'()9 $0.27 $0.27 $0.78 $0.61

2012~10 ·$3.35 $0.48 $0.93 $0.90

2012-11 -$6.35 -$5.63 $1.70 $1.10

2012-12 $0.71 $0.45 $0.90 $0.65

Average :2012 .$0.21 ~$O.31 $2.10 $0.99

Average 2009· 2012 $0.47 $O.1a $1.S0 $0.83

Source: Ventyx
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1.0 BidderContact Information

CorporateName:
Stl::lteof Incorporation:
CorporateAddress:

Parent's Corporate Name:
Parent's Corporate Address:

Primary Contact
Name: Craig Gordon
Title: Director,Origination
Phone: 312-582-1467
Fax: 312-224-1444
E-mail: cgordon@invenergyllo.com

lnvenerayThermel DevelopmentLLC
'Delaware Limited LIability Company
One South Wacker Drive, Suite 1900
Chicago, IL 80606

Invenergy lrivesfment Company LLC
One SouthWacker Drive, Suite 1900
Chicago, IL60806 ~

·~O
&Cj

<0

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY

entf81 end proprietary information. It has been prepared
~rm11l11.L..WwelopmentLLC and is submitted to No/them States Power

e tial basis. Unless required by law, no part or ahy information
j sa! may be copied, exhibited or furnished, In whole or in part, by

at~s Power Company to an unaffiliated third party without the prior written
nvenergy Thermal Development LLC.

Disolaimer
This is a non-binding indicative proposal and does not constitute an offer or otherwise
create a binding agreement or obligation to consummete any contemplated transaction,
including supply of power. Any suet: obligation or agreement will be created only by the
execution of definitive agreements, the provisions of whloh, If so "executed, will
supersede this proposal and all other agreements, if any, related to this proposal.

3
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2.0 ExecutiveSummary
Invenergy Thermal Development LLC ("Invenergy") Is pleased to present this Power
Purchase Agreement ("Agreement1 proposal to Northern States Power Company
"{"NSP"). The proposal is fof tne' del\/elopineilt of approximately

using two simple cycle, GE 7FA Combustion Turbine Generators
("CTG") to be located at a new site just north of Hampton in Dakota County, Minnesota.
The Hampton Energy Center ("Project" of "FacUlty,,) is echeduled to be operational as
early as January 1, 2018, but no later than January 1,2017.

lnvenergy proposes to develop the Hampton Energy center~eSigh and
configuration that is very similar to Invenergy's existing Cannon lis ility that is
located in Goodhue County. Furthermore. fnvenergy propo$e~ e capacity and
energy to NSP wlth terms and conditions SUbstantiaU~~" to e existing Power
Purchase Agreement between Cannon Falls and NSP~~ •2005.

The proposed Facility Incorporates the following at~nd benefits, resulting in a
compelling value proposition for NSPand Its tailM'I.

network To illustrate of the reliaD f the proposed generation resource, the
existing cannon Falls p 9 resource has had a

};> ergy has optioned property that is immediately adjacent to the property where
the n 345kV Hampton Substation will be built on the 345 kV grid as part of the
CapX2020 transmission upgrades that are scheduled to be installed by 2015. The
project will be interconnected to "the new Hampton Substation. This location will
concentrate industrial land use in one area and thus require minimal changes to
land use. It will also provide for the lowest cost grid connection and require mfnimal
grid system upgradeS.

)- Project to be interconnected to an existing natural gas pipeline of Greater
Minnesota Gas, lnc, that runs less than one half mile from the proposed project

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY
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site. Again this ideal location with Its close proximity to gas and electrical
infrastructurewill minimize land usage and community disturbance.

~ Project personnel and operations to be integrated with tHe existing Cannon Falls
facility which Is located approximately 10 miles from the proposed project site,
resulting In cost-saving synergies.

~ Project to be developed and constructed by a skilled, experienced, and well-funded
team that is a part Qf an organization that is among the top energy development
companies in 111. United States. ~

Hampton E::r:v Center SHe l~

3.0 Developer Experience and Qualifications

3.1 Invenergy Experience
Invenergy develops, owns, and operates power generation facilities in North America
and Europe. It has a proven track record of establishing and maintaining longstanding,
profitable relationships with utilities, suppliers, and the communities in which its projects
are located.

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY
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Jnvenergy has developed 9Pproximately 6,600 MWs of utilily..scale renewable and
natural gas-fueled power generation facilities 1nthe United Statesj Canada. and Europe.
This Includes more than 5,300 MWs of project$ in operation, with more than 1,300 MWs
under contract or in construction. Invenergy is North America.'slargest independent wind
power generation company. hivenergy's senior executives - each with an average
experience of 25 years In energy generation - have worked together as a core group for
over two decades. Invenergy founder, president, and CEO Michael Polsky Is a
recognized and respected industry leader, and is the majority owner of tnvenergy and its
affiliated companies. ~

lnvenergy's expertise Includes a complete range of fully integ£l~: capabilities;
Project Development, Perrnlttlng, Transmission, Intent~~on. nergy Marketing,
Finance, Engineering, Project Construction, operation~~ nee.

lnv~nergy is headquartered In Chicago, with regiO~O~ Denver and Toronto,

A brief narrativeof key membersof Inve rgD~ment team has beenprovided [n
Attachment 1. 'V.

3.2 Thermal Development Expertis
lnvenergy has a large portfOliaatural gas-fueled electric gener<.lting faoilities in the
us. and Canada. Thi~~\inG as green field projects Initiated by InvenergYl as
well as facilities acqUire ~ ted by it.

Operating proje~tota 2, 45 MW and include Cannon Falls Energy Center
(Minnesota), ..!!:~~. nergy Center (Colorado), Hardee Power Station (Florida),
Grays o~ nter (Washington). and st. Clair Energy Center (Ontario).

In a • to these projects, Invenergy is developing new environmentally-friendly
natural -fueled electric generating facilities across North America. The projects are
being desi ned to provlde economic and reliable power, with minimal impact on alr and
water resources. The table below includes all thermal projects owned by Invenergy
Thermal LLC.

Jnvenergy Thermal Projects

Florida 370.0MWHardee
Wash!n ton 620.0MWGra s Harbor

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY
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Nelson Illinois 584.0MW
Ontario 584.1) MW

Total: 2,829.0 MW

Cannon Falls Energy Center
Cannon Falls Energy Center commencedcommercial operations in 2008. The project
located in Cannon Falls, Minnesota is similar to Spindle Hill. It iS~. MW peaking
faCility, consisting of two simple cycle, dual fuel GE 7FA comb '.t1 bines, The
output of fuls project 1$sold to NSP under a long-term Po;"e reerrtent.

Grays Harbor Energy Center fOX'-
The 620 MW Grays Harbor Energy project wa ~~ Invenergy in 2005.
Invenergyclosed project financing in 2007 to co2e~ constructionof the project,
and commercial operation was achieved Inr6d quarter of 2008. The Grays
Harbor plant consists of two GE 7FA e two HR$G'$ and a single steam
turbine. The output is currentlyund r can ct financial instiMion.

Hardee Power station
The Hardee Power station 'S£ld in BowlingGreen, Florida. approximately 40 miles
east of Tampa. All o~~'s apaclty and energy is sold to Seminole Electric
Cooperative. The Har atlon is a 370 MW facility oonsisting of a 220 MW
combined cycle ~ MW peaking system. The combined cyole system
consists of two Gram 7 'A combustion turbines with bypass stacks, heat recovery
steam gene!o~~ 0 MW GE steam turbine. The peaking system Is comprised
of two ~L on turbines.

Spin EnergyCenter
In 2007, energyentered commercialoperation with the Spindle Hili Facility. It Is a 314
MW peakt 9 facllity consisting of two simple cycle, dual fuel GE 7FA combustion
turbines In Frederlek, Colorado. The output of Spindle Hill is sold to Public Service
Company of Colorado undera long-term PPA.

St. Clair Energy Center
Irwenergy completed the construction and commissioning of the 584 MW 81. Clair
project located in st. Clair Township, Ontario, Canada in 2009. Invenergy entered into a
long~termpower purchase agreement with the Ontario Power Authority for all of the
capacity and energy from the project. S1.Clair is configured as two 1 x 1 combined
cycle units each consisting of a GE 7FA gas turbine, HRSG, and steam turbine.

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY
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Nelson Energy Center
In 2004? Invenergy completed the acquisition of the partially constructed Nelson Power
Generating FaCility located in BUnols. The Nelson faC:ilitY.originally designed as a four
unit 1.160 MW power project designed around General Electric; 7FA gas turbine
technology, will be completed as a 584 MW combined cycle fability configured as two
1x1 combined cycle unlts, Commercial operation of the facility is planned for 2015.

3.3 Wind and Solar Expertise
In addition to the thermal generation portfolio, Invenergy also haetantial wind
energy portfolio, representing 3,684 MWs globally. This portfolio.c tsts 3,186 MWs
of operating projects, 331 MWs of projects in construc~n. 00 r 167 MWs of
projects under contract, , ..._

lnvenergy has also expanded its clean energ~'" ~ include solar energy
genera~iQn. lnvenerqy's first operational solar pro' , c ted in 2P12, is the 20 MW
Grand Ridge Solar facHlty in Illinois. Grand~ tar is contracted on a long-term
basis with Commonwealth Edison, lnve rg . u n Iy construoting two 10 MW solar
projects in Ontario and those projects are he to be completed In 2013.

4.0 In-service Date

December 2014

Spring 2015Site Mobilization
Electrical Back Feed Fall 2015

Commercial Operation (Projected) June 1, 2016

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY, .
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5.0 CapacityAmount
The Project capacity will range from approximately 310 MWs in the summer to 380 MWs
in the winter, Actual available capacity shall be determined by temperature and relative
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6.2

6.3
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humidity. The Project will have a Net Capability of 357 MWs at the point of
interconnection.

Delivery

6.1 MISOMarket participation
Invenergy proposes that NSP be the registered MISO Marke.t Participant for the Project
as it is for the existingCannon Falls facility. As me MarketParticipant, NSP Willbe able
to manage the Projectwithin its existing portfolio of generating aSs~ should lead
to overall contract cost reductions and streamlined operations. ~.,..

MISOModule ECapacity .~
As the registeredMarket Participant with MISC, NSPrs nsible for registering
the Projectas a MISO Module E Capacity resource. illwork with NSP prior
to the CommercialOperationsDate to ensure thaiite "r is eligible to participate as
a capacityresourcebeginning in the first con"~

Energy Delivery Point V
NSP shall take title to the energy fr oje at the po nt of interconnection.which
is proposed to be the planned Hampton ubsta.tion. However, since the Hampton
Substationis not currentl¥ mO~'n MISO, Invenergyevaluated two proxy nodes that
are on the same 345 kl~'SSiO line as the plannedSUbstation,The Prairie Island
and Blue Lake generatl s· e located to the east and northwest of the planned
HamptonSUbst~on n be used for an indication of how Locational Marginal
Prices ("lMP") w ely I e to NSP's load zone ("NSP.NSP"). The evaluation of
historical LM~S lng Prairie Island and Blue Lake generatorsto the NSP load
zone In . 9 positive correlation between the LMPs and a relatively small
diffe ce . a Real-time prices {LMP basis). Selow is a table showing the

between each of the generators with the NSP load zone.

Year Blue lake: NSP Prairie Island: NSP

2009 99.7% 99.1%

2010 99.0% 97.2%

2011 98.9% 98.5%

2012 94.7% 83.6%

Average 98.1% 94.6%
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Source= Ventyx

Based on this evaluation, Inveliergy anticipates that the Hampton Energy Center at the
Hampton Substation will have a strong positive correlation to NSP's load zone, arid thus
provide an effective hedge to load for NSP.

Below is a table showing the average Real-time basis between the two proxy CP Nodes
and the NSP load zone. On average, the basis to the NSP load zone Is relatively low.
This relatively small amount of basis is indiC<.itiveof low congestion risk and may
eliminate the need for NSP to hedge the risk with FTRs.

10

fe Island

2009 $1,04

2010 $1.76

2011 $1,69

2012 *$2.70

Source: Ventyx
1< On five days in July and AUgUS,2 (7/3, 7129,8/1, 8/23, 8124),the average on~pea((basis
was abnormally high. P.~.i I in to poor system condlt/ons, On average, the high
temperature for those flv d~grees Fahrenheit compared to the average July and
August temperature of Fahrenheit. Since the high temperatures on Ihe fiVe days
weren't Signfficant~r e two-month average, it's I.mlikely thal w(lf.ltheralon~ Was the
source of the~p'e e ti. The 2012 basis excluding those days was $1.37, resulting i~
a four.year av g. 1-

Bas on e be s of the two proxy nodes, Invenergy anticipates that the proposed
Canno ails expansion will provide NSP a cost-effective hedge. Because the Hampton
Energy C er is located In close proximity to the Twin Cities, there is minimal risk of
sustained lonq-term basis riski unlike other generating projects that are located further
away and in more congested areas.

A monthly breakout of the LMP baSIS is provided in Attachment 2.
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7.1 CiGOverview
Inv~nergy proposes to install two GE 7FA combustion turbines ("CTG") in a simple cycle
configuration. Thermalenergy is produced In the eTG through the combustion of natural
gas, and the thermal energy is converted into mechanical energy by the eTG turbine
that drives the CTG compressor and electric generator; The CTG proposed for the
Project Is the GE 7241 ("7F=A")combustion turbine generator. The approximate output of
1M combustion turbines is :.151MW (new and olean) at 40" F. The GE 7.FAconsists of a
heavy duty. single shaft. combustton turbine-generator and~' too auxiliary
equipment. The eTG is equipped with dry low Nitrogen Oxide a . Nj en DiQxide
(,1'10)(")combustors designed for naturar gas. • Q
The GE fleet reliability of the 7FA gas turbine has eons "'_~n 97 percent or better.
Thls high reliability provides customers more days . .,.; year while minimizing
the overall life cycle cost of the gas turbine. The 9 rbine is the industry leader
In reduction of NOx and Carbon MOn()xide~ missions. GE's Dry Low NDx
("DlNtI) 2.6 combustor produces less n a per million NOx and CO, which
reduces costs by minimizing the n ad for xh Ieanup systems. GEls PLN 2.6 Is a
proven pro uotwith hundre soft 0 s operathig hours. It Is assumed that there
will not be a requirement for any additiona ission controls such as selective catalytic
reduction or carbon monoxidef'l"y:_ systems.

The CTGs will 6e equ~·:~'Wporative inlet coaling to offset some of the power
loss experien~eS!t ' , lI..b~t temperatu~s, Evaporative inlet. cooUng i~a process
where water IS e Dr~t I the turbine air Inlet The evaporatmg water lowers the
temperature !!y. .sor inlet air and increases the inlet air density. Denser air
reslllts • ;Vmass flow and increased power output.

A co . , integrated digital control system will be provided and Integrated Into a
centra liz control room and related facilities. The Facility auxiliaries will be served
through a s atlon service transformer. The Facility will also be equipped with automatic
genf3ration control for regulation and ramping of the combustion turbines. The proposed
plant excludes black start capabilities.

11

To date,lnvenergy has successfully it'lStalied eight (8) GE 7FA's in both combined cycle
and peaking applications, Including two peaking units for NSP and two units for Public
Service Company of Colorado which is an Xeel subsidiary.
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7.2 Net CapacityRating and Heat Rate
At base load, the single GE 7FA CTGs are expected to generate approximately 357 MW
at 40 degrees Fahrenheit (new and clean). Invenergy proposes to guaranfee a predicted
net heat rate of 10,900 Btull<WhHHV when operating on natural gas at reference
conditions of 95 degrees Fahrenheit and 30% relative humidity (new and clean).

7.3 Primary Fueland BackupAlternatives
The primary fuel will be natural gas, The units will also be capable of burning ultra-Low
Sulfur #2 Fuel Oil as a backup.

Warm

7.4 StartupTime

Hot

8.0

8.1

Gas
Distillate

i
I
I
I
I
I
I

FuelOil _
Operijtiom~based on operating at 100% load and at an ambient temperature of 45 degrees F.

A number of permits will be required for the addition of this new Emission source.

12

We anticlpate issuance of new permits for the following key permits;

• Minnesota PUC Certlflcate of Need
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• Minnesota Environmental Quality Board - Site Permit
• Minnesota Pollution Control Agency - Air Permit
• Minnesota Pollution Control Agency Construction 8 Stormwater Permit
• FAA determination of no hazard to air navigation.

8.2 EnVironmentalCompliance

Capacity Price, (CP)
ear1 :

Twenty (20) years (June 1,2016 to May 31,2036)

Comme
Date:
Term:

Annual Capacity
Price Escalation:

Beginning on the first anniversary of the Commercial On-Une
Date and each anniversary thereafter, escalated annually by
the change in the Consumer Price Index or other mutually
a reeable index.

Heat Rate:

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPR[ETARY
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Payment for Variable
O&M:

Net Capability, (NC):
Guaranteed Ramp Rate:
Point of Delivery;
Payment for Contract
Capacity:

14
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Heat Rate Adjustment:

Payment for Turbine
starts:

Dispatch and
Schedulin :

10.0 SchedulingProvisions
As the MISO Market Participant, NSP shall be responsible for all MISO market activities
including, but not limited to, daily generation offers, outage scheduling, following
start/stop signals, following MISO dispatch set-points. and operating in local mode or
AGe.

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY
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11.0 Curtailmentsand Excuses for ReducedDelivery
SeHer shall not bear financial Of any other responsibility for curtailments or reduced
deliveries as NSP will be the MISO Market Participant and will be the responsible party
W~h respect to following MISO instructions. As rioted. above in SeCtion 6.3, the LMP
basis has been minimal over the last four years, signaling that economic curtailments
are unlikely.

12.0

13.1 SiteAlternatives
The proposed turbines will be located
miles north of Hampton. MN and about

Ih

Included as Attachment 3 to this propa mentioned earlier. the site is immediately
adJacent to the future site of '5345 kV substation, A 16' Greater MinnesotaGas
pipeline runs in a north ~uth iree n just to the east of highway 52 Jess than % mile
fromtheproposed site, ~

Invenergy has 5'f.e n alternative site tor consideration should there be any
Issue with, the d me of the HatnPt~nsite. Note howev~r, t~at the pricing in this
proposal IS r fIe the Hampton site. The alternate site IS located along the
Interst 1d Scott County. The site area is bordered ali the west by 1-35, on
the sf b. up Avenue, on the south by 250111 street and roughly to the north by
245u, s t, An aerial photo of the site is includedas Attachment4 to this proposal. The
site is ap ximately ~ mile south of the location of the Lake Marion Substation - a
substation that will be rebuilt at a 345kV level as part of the Capx2020 transmission
project It is expected that interconnection could be made at the Lake Marion Substation.
There are three large gas pipelines owned by Northern Natural Gas approximately 5
mileseast of the site that run in a northsouth direct1on.

13.2 Site Layout
The site will be laid out in a manner consistent with prudent industry standards for
combustion turbine power plants. The f~cilityis not expected to be space constrainedso
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the facility will be configured to minimize lengths of conduit, cable and piping while
maintaining proper access for maintenance activities.

Please see Attachment 3 for the map of the proposed Project location.

;13.3 Electrical Interconnection

It is antlotpated that the project will interconnect to the new.345 kV Hampton Subs~ation.
An initial Feasibility StUdy (Queue# _) to confirm adequate capacity and to determine
the timing of required upgrades has been requested, but has not yet been completed.
Invenergy has estimated _ in direct Interconnect costs aethat a short
generator tie-line will be built to interconnect the facility to th ubs ion and an
addltional breaker position will be added to the SUbstatio~ weA 'clpate that any
network upgrades win be required. .....V
Below is a table showing the expected milestun:l~ "'\. _ Interconnection
request, ~---J

Expected Q2 2014

August7,2013

13.4 Gas Inter~co~
Natur I piled to Hampton Energy Center by a 16" diameter lateral pipeline
that o d an operated py Greater Minnesota Gas ("GMG") that connects to
Northe atural Gas transmission pipelines approximately 3.5 miles northwest of the
project 81 We have been in contact with GMG and they have indicated that the
existing pipeline should be capable of serving both the new facility with only minor
upgrades or operational changes. Based on estimates provided by GMG. the project has
estimated _ direct interconnection cost as the basis for this proposal.

It is assumed that gas compresslon will not be required to meet the plant's 550 pSig gas
pressure requirement when connected to nearby natural gas transmission pipelines.

17
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13.5 WaterReso~rces
It is assumed that the facilities relatively minor cooling needs can be met by drilling a
well on the property and Installing an approprIately sized raw water storage tank.

1.3.6 Description of O&MPlan
Invenergy is an experienced operator through its wholly owned subsidiary, Invenergy
Services, which will operate the proposed facility. lnvenergy Services Is staffed with
exoertenced industry personnel and currently operates 5 thermal assets (4 combined
cycle and 2 simple cycle). Additionally, Invenergy Services operat~s wind farms and
1solar farm, with 3 wind farms and 2 solar farms under construotlo

Invehergy anticipates leveraging the existing operatio~ st~n on Falls, This
efficiency Is reflected In tho proposedprlclng. ~

The plant manager reports to an asset manage~Chicaga, Illinois who has
overall management responsibility for the facility in in ntract compliance. Both the
plant and asset manager draw on the r urcj!"fJ ergy for all other functionE'>such
asaccounting,humanresources,legal, n'Vnglneering.

The expectation for majof,f'airFaT activities is as Tollows:

CombustionInspectlon"~ours!400 starts 10days
HotGas P~th ~ ~4,OOO hours/900starts 2~ days
Major Mainte~af),y 48,000 hoursf1.6QOstarts 28 days

Inthe c fa heduledcombustlonturbinemajor maintenance activity, the plant
will ~n a at 10 day outage for scheduled maintenance of the balance of plant
syste~
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Attachment 1.- xU'rgy Management Team

~~v
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Michael Polsky~ President and Chief Executive Officer - With thirty years of
experience in the energy industry, Michael Polsky is widely recOgnized as a pioneer and
an Industry leader in the cogeneration and independent poWer industlY in North America.
He founded leading clean energy company Invenefgy more that! ten years 8go,
Prav]ously. in 1991. Polsky founded Sky oen Energy ~a developer, owner, and operator
of natural gas-fueled generating plants - which was purchased by Calpine Corporation
in 2001. Before forming Sl<yGen,Polsky co-founded and was President of Indeck
Energy Services Inc. Polsky holds an MSME Degree from Kiev Polytechnic Institute and
an MBA from tOe University of Chicago, In 2002, Polsky endowed a center for
Entrepreneurship' at the UnIVersity Of Chicago Graduate School ~SSI which is
named after him. ~ "'"

JIm lVIl,.lrphy -J;:xeclmve Vice President, Chief Fina~~' I ~ Chief Oper~ting
omcer - Jim Murphy has more than thirty yea~s and management
experience, primarily in the energy Industry, havi .... d the negdtiatlon and
execution of more than $10 billion In private equt\n investments, power plant
acquisitions and sales, and project debt :sn financing. He is a member of
lnvenergy's fouhding group and is re on I e general management of the
company. as well as corporate and p ce, risk management, and asset

.t ,t ,,' ~ • .,

Wind Energy Association (AWEA). Prio he formation of Invenergy; he was Chief
Financial Officer at Sky GenGY LLC, and previously was a Vice President with
financial advisory and i,*st nt f . The Deerpath Group, Inc, and a manager with
Arthur Andersen. He e~'" m the University of JllJliOis,magna cum laude, and
Is a Certified PUb~jC ~~,

Jim Shield - .' ce President and Chief Development Officer - With more
thaln' 6.· .a~~' ce in all aspectsof t~e power gene~tlon industry. Jim $~jeld is
respo . ~~ development, marketmg, engineenng, and construcfion of
lnv<;i. j wind, solar, and thermal energy projects ~otldwide. During his career, he
has de ed over 8,500 MW of power projects and negotiated 3,000 MW of long-term
energy off~ ke agreements, Prior to Joining Invenergy, Shield held various positions with
Calpine Corporation,including Senior Vice President-East Region. Earlier, hewas a key
contributor in building SkyGen Energy from a start-up company, and a project manager
at lndeck Energy Services. Shield has a as io Mechanical Engineering from the
University of Michigan and an MBA from DePaul University. He is a Registered
Professional Engineer in the state of Illinois.

Alex George - S~nior Vice President, Operations and Asset Management - Alex
George leads the operations and asset management of Invenergy's growing portfolio of
wind and thermal energy plants, He has nearly 30 years of broad experience in the

20
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power Industry. having led the commissioning, operation, and asset management of
more than 5,600 MW of natural gas generation and 1,800 MW of wind generation during
hls career, Prior to joining lnvenergy in 2002, George was Vice Presidentof Operations
and Asset Management at Calpine. Before then, as one of the original team members at
Sky Gen, he was Vice Presldent of Operations and Asset Management. Previously.
George was a professional engineer at both CR$ SirrIne Englnei;!ri,; and Sargen~ &
Lundy. He has a as in Mechanical Engineering from the University of 1II1noisand an
MBA from the University of Illinois-Chicago.

aryan Schveler- Senior Vice President, Oevelopment-A tWent~
power industry, Bryan Schueler is responsible for project develop. t a . energy. He
has experience In plant operations and engineering. asS development,
permitting, and eonstructlon of biomass, windj·iandfill ga~1 d tlJ· gas projects. Over
the course of two decades, Schueler has succeSsfUII~ e developmeot and
construction of more than 20 wind farms and ove .. of natural gas-fired
facilities. Before joIning Invenergy. Schueler was. p rector at Calpine, fulfilling
the same role he held earller at SkyGen. Prevl • e was a performance engineer at
a 1,000MW ooal statlon fer Common lth Chueler has a BS hi MeGhahical
Engineering from PurdueUniversityand M the Universityof 1IIlnols.

Randy WoOd - Vice President. Or ion ~ Randy Wood, is responsible for
Identifying and executing powEles, energy hedges, and renewable energy credit
transactions for InvenerrWIn orth rnerica. Having joined Invenergy in 2007. he has
closed many IOng-ter~" 111 and energy hedges for wind, solar, and gas~flred
generation, as W~II a u W~ renewable energy credit transactions. Wood has over
ten years of en n tf experience, and prior to working at Inven!!lrgy, he held
positions wrth~f r. rgy Ventures and ,lnterGen ~o.rth A.merica. A Certlf~ed ~Ublic
ACC¢~n t, rn d a Bachelor of BusinessAdministratIOnfrom the University of
Centt·!,) hd a Master's In Business Administration from Texas A&M
Unl 'f

Krls Zadt· - Vice President, Regulatory Affairs and Transmission· With more than
twenty yeats of electric power industry experience, Kris Zadlo OVersees invenergy's
national and regional commercial activities pertaining to regulatory affairs and
transmission. He is responsible for developing near- and long-term r~ulatory and
transmission strategies for Invenergy, Previously. Zadle was vtce President of
Transmlsslon for Calpine Corporatlon and earlier held various management positions
during his ten vears at Commonwealth Edison Company of Chicago. A Registered
Professional Engineer in the State of Illinois, Zadlo graduated cum laude from Rose
Hulman Institute with a Bachelor of Sclence in Electrical Engineering. He received a
Masters in Electrical Engineering from Purdue University.
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2009-02 $0.33 $0.27 $0.81

2009-03 $Q.49 $0.04 $1.24

2009--04 $0.63 $0.18

2009~05 $0.21 $0.05

2009-06 $0.59 $0.25

2009-07 $0.24 $0.13 $D.51

2009-08 $0.88 $0.11 $0.71

2009-09 -$0.08 40.20

2009-10 $0.47 -$0.54

2009-11 $0.5;2 $0.45

2009-12 $2.25 $0.75
Average 2009 $1.04 $0.52

2010-01 $0.36 $2.13 $0.94

2010-02 $0.24 $0.91 $0.86

2010~O3 $0.11 $0.89 $0.57

2010-04 $0.16 $0.31 $0.38

$0.37 $0.58 $0.43

$1.01 $2.12 $0.91

2010-07 $2.31 $0.90 $4.94 $2.05

2010-08 $1.83 $1.03 $2.26 $0.85

2010-09 $0.55 $0.30 $0.98 $0.55

2010-10 $0.42 $0.54 $1.41 $0.91

2010-11 $0.35 $0.01 $1.33 $0.50

2010-12 $2.35 $0.58 $3.31 $0.85

Average 2010 $1.00 $OA7 $1.16 $0.82
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2011-02 $1.59 $0.88

2011~O3 $0.43 $0.49 $1.23

2011-04 -$2.84 -$0.3:) --$0.24
2011-05 40.34 $0.51

2011-06 $2.60 $0.76

2011-07 $1.31 $0.49 $1.33
2011-08 $1.27 $0.33 $0.78

2011-09 $0.91 $0.75

2011-10 $0.76 $0.88

2011-11 $0.23 $0.90

2011-12 $1.19
Average 2011 $1.69 $0.98
2012-01 $1.23 $0.83

2012-02 $1.29 $0.40

2012-03 $0,98 $0.49

2012-04 -$0.22 $0.66 -$0.09

2012-05 -$0.41 $0.89 $0.97

.$1.31 $1.73 $1.45
$0.57 $11.24 $1.22.

$0.14 $10,05 $3.32

2012-09 $0.27 $0.27 $0.78 $0.61

2012-10 -$3.35 $0.48 $0.93 $0.90

2012-11 -$6.35 -$0.63 $1.70 $1.10

2012·12 $0.71 $0.45 $0.90 $0.65
Average 2012 -$0.27 -$0.37 $2.70 $0.99

Average 2009-2012 $0,47 $0.18 $1.80 $0.83-

Source: Ventyx
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Hampton Energy Center Project Site

Alternate Site
1-35Corridor
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ATTACHMENT 3

Cannon
City of Falls

www.cannonfallsmn.gov

September 13, 2013

To Whom it May Concern,

As you may know, two years ago, Invenergy and the City of Cannon Falls
negotiated a land swap that would help facilitate a future expansion of the
Cannon Falls Energy Center and allow for expansion of adjacent industrial
properties. The City of Cannon Falls is offering further assistance as required to
help with such an expansion.

We have found Invenergy to be a good corporate citizen here in Cannon Falls
and look forward to assisting you with the proposed expansion. We note that the
site is located in an industrial park on the north side of the community, it is
properly zoned for the expansion and would require few, if any, infrastructure
improvements. Our experience with the operation of the facility since it went into
operation has been positive and we would expect no negative impact to the
community as a result of the expansion. We believe that we could quickly reach
agreement on a modification to the existing agreements between Cannon Falls
and Invenergy to accommodate a proposed expansion to the site.

Please let us know if there is any help that we can provide to bring this project
expansion to a successful completion.

Sincerely,

~5~
Aaron S. Reeves
City Administrator

918 RiverRoad, Cannon Falls, MN 55009 * 507-263-9300 * Fax: 507-263-5843


